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f^pARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Through the efforts of the Fitzwilliam Historical Society,
Theodore F. Hatch, President and Jesse F. Davis The Fitz-
william Town Hall was nominated and registered in the
National Register of Historic Places. A bronze plaque
signifying this historic event has "been installed on the
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT 1978
To the inhabitants of the Town of Fitzwilliam, in the County of Cheshire
in said State, qualified to vote in town affairs, you are hereby notified to meet
at the Town Hall in said Fitzwilliam on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of March next
at seven (7:00) o'clock in the afternoon to act on the subjects:
ARTICLE 1: to bring in your votes for the election of one Selectman
for three years, one Moderator for two years, one Fireward for three years, one
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years, one Trustee of Library for three years,
one Cemetery Commissioner for three years, three Commissioners of Plante
Memorial Park for one year, two members of the Budget Committee for three years,
and one Supervisor of the Check List for six years.
ARTICLE 2: (by ballot) "Shall we adopt the new provisions of RSA 72:43-c
relative to expanded exen5)tions on real estate for the elderly, changing the
eligibility requirement that a person may own no more than $35,000 in assets of
any kind to a requirement that a person may own no more than $50,000 in assets
of any kind?"
ARTICLE 3: (by ballot) "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-b
relative to expanded exemptions on real estate for the elderly, changing the
basis of the exemption from the equalized assessed valuation to the actual
assessed valuation?"
Polls will be open not later than 2:00 p.m. and close not earlier
than 7:00 p.m., or at such later time as shall be authorized by vote of the
town.
ARTICLE 4: to hear and act upon the reports of agents, committees
and officers heretofore chosen.
ARTICLE 5: to see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 6: to see if the town will vote to authorize the withdrawal
from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State
and Local Assistance Act of 1972 for use as set-offs against budgeted appropri-
ations for the following priority purposes and in amounts indicated, or take






ARTICLE 7: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $25,000 for repairs to the Town Hall, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 8: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000 for work on the West Lake Road, or take any action
thereon
.
ARTICLE 9: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $18,000 to be added to the T.R.A. funds available in 1978 to
rebuild the Lower Troy Road, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 10: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,634 for the purchase of a suitable vehicle for the use of
the Police Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 11: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $70,000 for the construction of a garage building for the use
of the Highway Department, such appropriation to be financed by the withdrawal
of $5,000 plus any accrued interest from the Highway Capital Reserve Fund,
the sum of $30,000 to be paid out of the present year's revenues, and the
balance to be paid by the issuance of a one-year note with interest at such
rate as the Selectmen shall deem in the best interest of the town, or take
any action thereon.
ARTICLE 12: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 for the purchase of the sander now being rented by the
Highway Department, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 13: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,000 as a Capital Reserve Fund for the reeissessment of the property
of the town, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 14: to see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,600 for the support of the Meadowood County Area Fire Department,
or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 15: to see if the town will vote to authorize the change
in use of the $2,500 appropriated at the annual meeting of 1971, Article 11
for the purchase of a new dunp site, said funds being now in the general fund,
to create a capital reserve fund for the purposes of having a Soil Overlay Map
made of the town by the Cheshire Soil Conservation Agency, or take any action
thereon.
ARTICLE 16: to hear the report of the Budget Committee and pass any
vote in relation thereto.
ARTICLE 17: to see if the town will vote to amend the lot size/
setback ordinance passed under Article 29 of the annual meeting of 1973 and
amended under Article 21 of the annual meeting of 1976 by adding the phrase
"or mobile home" to paragraphs 1 and 2 of said ordinance, and by adding a new
paragraph 3 to said ordinance to permit the rebuilding of certain buildings
and mobile homes existing on tracts of land of less than two acres in size
which existed as such prior to March 6, 1973, so that said ordinance shall
read as follows:
"no building or mobile home shall be erected, con-
structed or placed on a lot of land less than two
(2) acres in size, nor less than 50 feet from the
edge of the traveled portion of any highway, nor
less than 25 feet from a boundary line. A person
convicted of violating any of the provisions of
this ordinance shall be fined not more than $10.00
for each day such violation exists.
This ordinance shall not apply to tracts of land
less than two (2) acres in size which existed
as such prior to March 6, 1973, provided that any
buildings or mobile homes placed thereon shall com-
ply with the setback requirements contained in
this ordinance, and further provided that all applicable
regulations concerning water sipply and sewage disposal
are conplied with.
TTiis ordinance shall not apply to the reconstruction
of buildings or mobile homes for human habitation v^ich
existed as such before March 6, 1975, and which buildings
were subsequently destroyed by act of God or unavoidable
casualty. Such buildings or mobile homes may be rebuilt
within the limits or boundaries of the former building or
mobile home provided that reconstruction of a building or
replacement of a mobile home is commenced within two (2)
years from the date of destruction and further provided
that all applicable regulations concerning water siyply and
sewage disposal are conplied with.
TTie Board of Adjustment is hereby authorized to hear the
appeals of any person or persons aggrieved by the en-
forcement of this ordinance. Any person or persons so
aggrieved shall have the right to appeal to the Board of
Adjustment for a variance of the application of this
ordinance, and in connection with any such appeals, the
Board of Adjustment shall have, throughout the town, all
of the powers and duties granted to Boards of Adjustment
under R.S.A. 31:66 through 31:76 of the Revised Statutes
Annotated, as amended.
ARTICLE 18: to see if the town will vote to amend the building
permit ordinance passed under Article 22 of the annual meeting of 1974 by
adding the phrase "mobile home or other", and deleting the phrase "intended
to be used for human habitation", so that the ordinance would provide as
follows, with the added portion being underlined and the deleted portion
being lined over and bracketed:
"No building, mobile home or other structure,
(intended- to-be-ased-for-htimaft-habitatien) , shall
be constructed or reconstructed, erected or placed
on a plot of land within the town without first
obtaining a permit from the Board of Selectmen.
Canning areas having state approval shall be exenpt
from this ordinance. Any person convicted of a
violation of this ordinance shall be fined not more
than $10. for each day such violation exists."
ARTICLE 19: to see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions
of R.S.A. 36:4 II (b) which would require the town to elect 4 members of
the Planning Board, the 5th member to be a Selectman to be appointed by
the Selectmen Ex-officio (by petition)
.
ARTICLE 20: to see if the town will vote to accept a gift of a
1978 Chevrolet Rescue/Equipment vehicle from the Fitzwilliam Fire Department,
Inc. , or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 21: (by petition) to see if the town will vote to establish
a committee of 7 to make rules and regulations pertaining to the operation of
yard sales and flea markets in the town, said conmittee to report to the annual
meeting of 1979 with any proposed ordinance for the operation of such enter-
prises, or take any action thereon.
ARTICLE 22: (by petition) to see if the town will vote to reopen
the portion of Road #66 beginning at the driveway entrance leading to the
residence of Robert Underwood and running southeasterly approximately 400 feet
to a point 50 feet southerly of the northwest comer of the property now owned
by Levi Martin, to public travel, said roadway being a portion of a roadway
which was closed subject to gates and bars under Article #19 of the town meeting
of 1969, or take any action thereon.
Given under our hands and seals this 2-v^ day of February, in the




A true copy of the warrant - attest:
'^^i^^-.,^^
SELECTMEN OF FITZWILLIAM
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, N.H.
PimPOSE OF APPROPRIATION Appropriations Recommended Submitted
Previous 1978 without
Fiscal Year (1978-79) Recommendation
GENERAL GOVERNMENT:
Town Officers' Salaries $ 9,000.00 $ 9,500.00
Town Officers* Expenses 11,000.00 9,500.00
Election & Registration Exp. 400.00 600.00
Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs. 6,200.00 7,500.00
Employees' Retire, & S.S, 4,000.00 7,100.00
Contingency Fund 1,500.00 1,500,00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS & PROPERTY:
Police Department 32,500.00 35,000.00
Fire Department 12,430.00 13,000.00
Care of Trees 500.00 100.00
Insurance 15,000.00 15,000.00
Planning & Zoning 200.00 200.00
Damages & Legal Expense 5,000.00 5,000.00
HEALTH DEPT.:
Hospital & Ambulance 3,600.00 3,615.00
Town Dump 16,500.00 20,500.00
HIGHWAYS & BRIDGES:
Street Lighting 5,000.00 5,600.00
General Exp. of Hway Dept. 84,000.00 90,000.00




Town Poor 5,000.00 6,000.00
Old Age Assistance 5,000.00 5,000.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:





Parks & Commons 700.00 500.00
Advertising & Regional Assoc. 1,530.00 1,600.00
DEBT SERVICES:
Interest on Temporary Loans 2,500.00 2,500.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Repairs to Town Hall 25,000.00
West Lake Road Project 10,000.00
Police Cruiser 5,634.00
Lower Troy Road Project 18,000.00





BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF FITZWILLIAM, N.H.














Interest & Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Meals 6c Rooms Tax
Highway Subsidy
Highway Subsidy II




Business Licenses, Permits &
Filing Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Interest on Taxes & Deposits




National Bank Stock Taxes
Resident Taxes Retained
Normal Yield Taxes Assessed
Rent of Town Property
Sale of Town Property
Income from Depts.-Police




TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES 203,129.00




























































ANNUAL TOWN MEETING - SYNOPSIS
FITZWILLIAM.N.H.
MARCH 8, 1977
The annual town meeting of Fitzwilliam, N.H. was held on Tuesday, March 8,
1977 at 2 P.M. The voting starting at 2 P.M., and the business meeting
starting at 7 P.M.





Fireward (3 Year Term)
Fireward (2 Year Term)
Fireward (1 Year Term)
Cemetery Commissioner
Trustee of Trust Funds (3 Year Term)
Trustee of Trust Funds (1 Year Term)
Trustee of Library
Municipal Budget Committeemen















ARTICLE II The Annual Report was accepted as written. Mr. Holman asked if
the people had any suggestions as to items that should appear in
the report, and Mr. Stillman Stone said that he would like to
have the index map of the Town in the report.
ARTICLE III Voted to authorize the Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes.
ARTICLE IV Voted to authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund
as follows: Highway Dept. $14,514. Police Dept. $5,000. and
Fire Dept. $3,000.
ARTICLE V Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000. for the pur-
chase of a 3/4 ton pickup truck equipped with a snowplow for
the use of the highway dept. , and to authorize the Selectmen to
'
trade or otherwise exchange the Highway Dept.'s present 3/4
ton pickup truck in connection with said purchase.
ARTICLE VI Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000. for the crush-
ing of gravel.
ARTICLE VII Voted to raise and appropriate the sura of $48,000. for the pur-
chase of a new fire truck, such appropriation to be financed by
the withdrawal of $36,000. plus accrued interest from the Fire
Dept. Capital Reserve Fund, and the balance to be paid out of
the present year's revenues, and to authorize the firewards to
complete said purchase on behalf of the Town, provided that any
funds left from the purchase of this vehicle shall revert to the
Fire Dept. capital reserve fund.
ARTICLE VIII This article was indefinitely postponed— to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $99,500. to purchase the land, buildings and
equipment now owned by the Fitzwilliam Conservation Corporation.
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ARTICLE IX The budget was passed as presented, but with the negative vote
on Article VIII, the budget will be $319,400.
ARTICLE X Voted to accept the sum of $500. for the Fitzwilliam Bicentennial
Committee, said sum to be added to the Capital Reserve Fund pre-
viously established for the preparation of a town history.
ARTICLE XI Voted to accept a gift from the heirs of Marshall P. Whitcomb
of land owned by the said Marshall P. Whitcomb at the time of
his death, located on the northerly side of Route #119 and off
of the easterly side of the Old Troy Road.
ARTICLE XII Voted to authorize the Board of Selectmen to trade, sell, or
otherwise dispose of any unusable Fire Dept. Equipment, Police
Dept. Equipment, Highway Dept. equipment, or the equipment of
other departments' not needed for town use.
ARTICLE VIII This article was passed as amended to read: Voted to authorize
the Selectmen to sell, at PUBLIC SALE , the old fire station land
and/or buildings, and to be removed within six months from the
time of the sale.
ARTICLE XIV
ARTICLE XV
Voted to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, to accept, and
expend, on behalf of the Town, or any department there of, any
and all grants or other funds for municipal purposes which may
now or hereafter be forthcoming over and above the total
appropriation.
To choose and elect any other officers or committees. Under
this Article a committee for the Memorial Day Program was chosen.
The following people volunteered: Mrs. Marolyn Dunton, Mr. Jesse
Davis, and Miss Ruth Stone. Also, recognition was given to
Mr. Walter Stone for placing flags on the graves of Veterans.
Also, a proposal was presented by the Budget Committee as follows:
The Budget Committee recommends that three committees be appointed
by the moderator to evaluate various money problems that could
arise or do exist at the present. The purpose would be helpful
to the Budget Committee in that there would be alternate pro-
posals and recommendations which would be considered in preparing
the budget for the following year. Mr. Edwin Mattson, School
Representative spoke about the up-coming Monadnock Regional
School Meeting on April 16, 1977.
The meeting adjourned at 8:50 P.M.
were sworn in as by law prescribed.








The special tovm meeting was called to order at 7:00 P.M. by moderator, William
Prigge. The moderator led the meeting in the pledge to the Flag, Voted to
waiver the reading of the entire warrant. Mr. Holman made a motion to pass
over Articles 1 & 2 and take up Article 3. This motion was voted down and
action was taken on Article I.
ARTICLE I (By Petition) To see whether or not the Town will vote to dis-
approve location of any Town dump facilities at the former Decatur
property near the center of the Fitzwilliam Depot Community. This
Article was passed as written, to disapprove location of any town
dump facilities at the former Decatur property near the center of
the Fitzwilliam Depot Community. Results of voting: Yes - 197,
No - 19.
ARTICLE II (By Petition) This article was voted in the affirmative to use the
existing dump site.
ARTICLE III (By Petition) This article was indefinitely postpone to see what
other location or locations the Town will vote to establish for
Town dump facilities.
ARTICLE IV (By Petition) This article was indefinitely postponed to see whether
the Town will vote to authorize and require operation of Town dump
facilities by a private operator or private operators chosen on the
basis of open bidding procedures.






The Board of Selectmen submits the following report. We wish to begin by
thanking the many people who have served in the various offices, on committees
and commissions working on the behalf of the town throughout the past year.
Without them it would be Impossible for our town to operate.
This past year, our Town Hall has been entered into the National Register
primarily due to the efforts of Dr. Theodore Hatch and Mr. Jesse Davis. This
is a very high honor for our town. Last year in our annual report we indicated
the necessity for painting the exterior of the town hall. We find that this
is only one of the projects which must be accomplished if we are to continue
to maintain this building. We are reconmending an appropriation of $25,000.
to cover the cost of re-wiring work, replacing portions of the ceiling in the
lower hall, replacing and repairing some of the timbers at the base of the
tower, as well as painting the hall, fire station and library.
This year the town solid waste situation has been brought into line with state
standards, amid much controversary. We particularly want to thank the many
interested citizens for their interest, concern and suggestions relating to
this problem. Much of work has been completed including initial site work,
installing the compactor and closing the burning dump. During 1978, additional
work will be required to start re-cycling activities and complete the site
work including landscaping. We are pleased to report that our solid waste
handling facility is not only working but working well. We have had a few
minor problems however they are being solved and we look forward in 1978 and
subsequent years to a smooth efficient facility.
Most people in town have heard the term TRA. This is the state program for
local town road assistance under which we have rebuilt a number of our roads.
Over the years the most recent project being a section of the Upper Troy
Road. Under this program, roads meeting state criteria are rebuilt to state
specifications with state supervision. The funding of these projects is con-
trolled at state level with towns matching every seven State dollars with one
local dollar. Unfortunately for a number of years now the TRA funds have re-
mained at a constant level in spite of rising costs. Consequently projects
have been long drawn out affairs. The Board of Selectmen have taken the posi-
tion that major road re-building projects can best be handled under this pro-
gram. We recognize the need for re-building several roads within the community,
and we don't feel that the community can afford to wait until adequate TRA
funding has accumulated. We recommend in order to expite these projects that
the town supplement available TRA funds. This year we are recommending that
$18,000. be raised and appropriated to supplement available TRA money for re-
building the Lower Troy Road. State engineers have advised us that this
amount of money will be sufficient for completing the job during 1978. We
further reconmend that in 1979 we start work re-building the East Lake Road
from Brackets around the end of the lake to Arthur Raitto's. Based on supple-
ment available TRA money we feel this project should be accomplished as three
one year projects. In preparation for this project during 1978 we will be
working with state surveyors laying out the center line and right-of-way for
West Lake Road as defined when the road was originally laid out. Property
owners abutting this rig.ht—of-way will be notified and should it become
necessary, a public hearing will be held the latter part of this summer.
The Board indicated in our 1976 report that the re-assessing of property was
an important pronect that should be accomplished in the near future. This
year, the Budget Committee has recommended that $8,000. be set aside toward
the cost of this project. The Board recommend that the actual vote for re-
assessment come up during the annual town meeting in 1979.
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The Board would like to draw your attention to the annual property inventories.
This year there are a number of changes which effect every taxpayer. These
forms should be completed and returned to the Boards* office no later than
April 15th. Please note that taxpayers failing to properly file this Inven-
tory will be subject to a fine of 17o of the tax due but not less than $10.00
or more than $50.00. This fine will be added to your property tax bill. We
would also point out that failure to file an inventory will result In loss
of right to appeal the tax and/or any exemptions.
We would like to address ourselves to a problem area that we anticipate in
the very near future, that area is town growth. During 1977, our population
rose to over 1600 people and we witnessed a number of new homes being con-
structed. As the town grows, the need for town services is going to increase
dramatically and the time to plan for that increase is now. We have received
from time to time indications of interest from various industries looking
into locating in Fitzwilliam. Unfortunately once a plant is built it is too
late to change its location. We feel that the two broad areas where work must
be done are in the area of master planning and adopting a good zoning ordinance.
Unless we as a community decide what we want our town to be and establish the
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Fltzwilliam, N. H. 03447
Dear Sir:
This communication is intended to serve as a status report
on the examination made by this Division of the accounts and records
of the Town of Fltzwilliam.
The auditors' report and summary of findings are currently
awaiting final Division review in keeping with our established
policy. We do not expect to be able to submit a report of this
audit prior to the publication of the Annual Report.
We regret the inconvenience which this may cause. However,
we fully expect that our report will be finalized and forwarded to






SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1977
DESCRIPTION VALUE
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Libraries. Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Police Department, Equipment
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies






























Public Utilities - Electric
House Trailers/Mobile Homes (64)
Boats & Launches (2)




NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED
New England Power Company


































Election & Registration Expenses
Town Hall & Other Buildings Expenses
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
Police Department
Fire Department, Inc. Forest fires $450. & $11,980.






















Town Road Aid 9 75.00
Street Lighting 5,000.00














Damages & Legal expenses 5,000.00
Advertising & Regional Associations 1,530.00
Employees* retirement & S.S. 4,000.00
Contingency Fund 1,500.00
DEBT SERVICE:
Principal -long term notes & bonds 17,300.00
Interest-long term notes & bonds 825.00









National Bank Stock Taxes 7.00
Yield Taxes 2,864.72
Interest on Delinquent Taxes ^,500.00
FROM STATE:
Meals and Rooms Tax 10,089.00
Interest and Dividends Tax 39,918.01
Savings Bank Tax 2,949.81
Highway Subsidy 14,350.36
For Police - Governor's Crime Comm. 3,600.00
FROM LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses 600.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 700.00
Rent of Town Property 700.00
Income From Trust Funds 1,833.00
Income from depts. & Sale of Town Property 800.00
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 25,000.00
RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds 36,000.00
Revenue Sharing Funds 22,514.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 179,675.90
Total Town Appropriations 319,400.00
Total Revenues and Credits 179,675.90
Net Town Appropriations 139,724.10
Net School Appropriations 419,805.64
County Tax Assessments 39,393.66
Total of Town School & County 598,973.40
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DEDUCT Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 27,054.00
ADD War Service Credits 7,350.00
ADD Overlay 9,770.07

























Garrett T. P. Cavanaugh










































































































UNPAID PROPERTY TAX 1977
RESlbENT
Angler, Wallace F. & Emellne L. $ 506.60
Bagster, Richard T. & Beverly A. 740.52
Bailey, Donald 838.14
Bishop Roger 329.12
Blake, Donald C.&Jeanette M. Bal. 132.08
Bullock, Benjamin L.ficFrancis B. 798.60
Burkhart.Anne Helene Bal. 499.96
Campbell, Virginia R. 529.98
Carl son, Mary H. 438.02
Champagne , Mary 26 3 . 78
Cushman, Ernest A. Jr.& Brenda L. 631.62
Cylkowski, Terry 355.74
Dando, Jeffrey 462.22
Desjardins, Calvin P. 317.84
Dickinson, TheIma J. 278.30
Doyle, Theresa A. 336.38
Doyle, Fred J. & Thresea 89.54
Dunham, Jas. R. & Sandra J. 275.88
Emerald, Mary 0. 300 35
Fish, NormanM. 218.62
Fitzgerald, Ronald H. 462.22
Fitzgerald, Ronald H. 907.50
Fitzwilliam Conservation Corp. Ski Lift Equip. 498.52
Gold, John C.&Eileen C. 1026.08
Goddard. Arnald R.&Rachel E. Bal. 95!85
Goodnow, Richard A.& Rhonda J. 482.40
G6odwin, Russell G.Jr. 38.72
Gordon, Robert J. 608.24
Gravel Donald F.& Judith A. 48.40
Gravel, Donald F.& Judith 123.42
Gravel, Richard 48.40
Greenhalgh, John H.& Barbara H. 924.44
Hagstrom, Carl J. & Rosemary F. 855.08
Herlily, Robert 24.20
Higgins, Nelson E.& Barbara 897.82
JJinds , James H. 229.90
Hongisto,Walter & Modena 574,36
Johnson,Albert 0. 217.80
Jack, Richard M. 482.79
Jacobs, Roland 225.06
LaFond, Jas.A.& Nancy 227.48
LaFreniere, Dav id 96.80
Laidlaw,Geo. 24.20
LaPointe, Fernwood W.& Janet 675.18
Lewis, Wm. H. B. 1396.34
Liberty, Jack 334.78
Lilback, Reino M.& Carolyn A. 261.36
Lively, Curtis R. 333.96
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Martin, Francis & Marie E. 430.76
Martin, L«vl & Gertrude Bal. 130.94
May, Warren H. Jr. & Judith 738.10
Meatt»y, Clifford Heirs 302.50
Meattey, Ernest J. Jr. 344.85
Meserve.L. OwenJr.& Sally 697.78
Meserve, Sally D. 106.48
Morln, Ida E. 213.78
Nlemela, Ralph R.& Helen E. 1323.74
Nolan, Martin 41.14
Ogilvle, David K. 479.16
Parrot , Robert H.& Madeline R. 24.20
Patch, Howard 188.71
Patch, Richard A.& Nancy J. Bal. 26.88
Payea, David P.& Janet S. 627.99
Pierce, Florence 261.36
Potter, Bruce R.& Althea E. . Bal. 186.54
Ralowlcz, Stephen H. 94.38
Regan, Fredrick W. 471.90
Remlck, Reginald H.& Karen A. 554.18
Rldabock, Peter P. 883.30
Rule, Michael J.& Charlotte E. 121.00
Sawtelle, Kenneth C. Sr. 5 Shirley C. 699.38
Slllanpaa, Glenn W. & Theresa M. 246.84
Tonmila, David 943.80
Whipple, Henery W. 392.04
Whltaker, Nancy ' 563.86
FACTORY,LAND AND BLDGS.
Griffith Industries, Inc. 791.34
Marlon Enterprises, Inc. 2906.42
Plastic Laminated Products, Inc. 1074.48
PE31S0NAL PROPERTY ON LAND OF ANOTHER
Clrlllo, Evelyn M. 147.62
Gelkie.Glendon M. 183.92
Keith, Chas. R.& Marguerite 215.38










Despre8,Theo & Marilyn 183.92
Doody, Richard B. 1143.06
Glard, Bertha 257.73
Quesnel, Roger L. & Harriet E. 280.72
Shaw, Chas. E. & Karen L. 454.96
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Whipple, Frank $ 208.12
Whipple, Henry W. , Jr. 246.84
UNPAID PROPERTY TAX 1977
NON-RESIDENT
Balla, Albert R. 154.88
Barrett, Bruce 26.62
Bergeron, Leopold C. & Diane 278.30
Bond, John J. 4.84
Boston & Maine Corp. 58.08
Britton, Bruce A. & Katherine 48.40
Carlson, Raymond B. & Shirley G. 372.68
Colville, Edgar R. & Kathryn 121.00
Cookman, Jeanne 101.64
Cote, Julianne 510.62
Cushman, Ernest, Sr. 24.20
Damon, Edwin L. & Phyllis B. 84.70
Davis, Edward A. & Cheryl M. 70.18
Davis, Richard D. & Rosealma M. 176.66
DeBattiste, Frank & Ernest W. Hogan 48.40
Decatur, Thos. & Lucile 157.30
Demigian, Varoujan 56.87
Duguay, Mary. J. & Robert 435.60
English, Judith 113.74
Esty, Chas. P. & Nancy F. 491.26
Gibbons, Edw. P. & Diana M. 99.22
Gormley, Ruth & Michael G. Ashmore 43.56
Gustafson, Alan R. Et Al Bal. 12.21
Hammond Promotions Inc. 435.60
Handy, Roy E. , Jr. & Shirley L. 58.08
Holman. Geo. W. 33.88
Judsky, John J. & Jacqueline 87.12
Kendall. Richard 119.79
Kipka, Rovena S. 1,149.50
Kokell, John & Joy M 58.08
LaFayette, Paul R. 1,074.48
LaMagna, Francis L. & Ann M. 314.60
Lane, Geo. E. & Kathleen 421.08
Lewis, Benjamin F. 164.56
Griffith Industries, Inc. 1/2 Interest 440.44
Litchfield, Wisner L. 94.38
Moore, Norman & Elaine 164.56
Murphy, John E.D. & C. Reed Parrlsh 462.22
Niebel, Ruth Mary 114.95
O'Brien, Daniel H. & Mary Ellen 147.62
O'Conner, Jas. J. & Frances M. 55.66
0«Hare Pat 72.60
O'Neil, Paul E. & Maureen L. 408.98




Public Service Co. of N.H. $ 108.90
Quick, Dr. Harry 24.20





Russell, Olive W. 181.50
Schieroth, Herman K. & Elaine H. 261.36
Shea, Morris, Sr. Frank J. & Bonnie L. Cipraino 42.35
Smith, Burgess 116.16
Smith, Jo 48.40
Wagner, Henry C. & Angel ine C. 26.62
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Walter E- Hill, Pm, Postage
Kendall's Office Specialists
Keene Industrial Paper
Office Machines of N.H.
Addressograph-Multigraph
Evelyn C, Hubal , Register of Deeds
W.A, & J.R, Wright, Office furniture
Wheeler & Clark, Dog tags
Treasurer, State of N,H.. Auditor Reports
Transcript Printing Co, . Reports
R. Harkins, Trojan Press, Printing
Keene Publishing Corp,, Notices
Homestead Press, Printing
Jas, Sewall & Co, Update of maps, photos,
& survey sheets
L, R. Gilmore Appraisals
J.R, Wright. Typing & Expense
June Parker, Typing
D. Reed Chaplin Notices to mortgagors





Dues, Organization & Mun, Assn,
Branham Pub, Co, T,C, material
N,E, Tel, & Tel,
Boston & Maine R.R.
Ashuelot National Bank








































































Daniel Bemis, Repairs Town Offices
Mattson Concrete Co. , Library Repairs
E.M.F. Co.
H.A. Holt & Son
Roys Market
Filter Queen of N.E.
Davenport & Son
Bill's Oil Co.
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co.































































































International Police Chiefs Assn.
Printing & Postage



















































Public Service Co. of N.H.
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co.








Edwin 0. Mattson, Jr. , Fireward
Wm. N. Prigge "











Public Service Co. of N.H.
Treas., State of N.H.
John R. Damon
Closing Old Site and Opening New Facility


































































N.R. Fogg & Son

















Public Service Co, of N.H
N.E. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Repairs & Siipplit^Q










Perkins, Bassett & Wright
Plantes Store































































































Treas. , State of N.H.
Bal . on Upper Troy Road
TOWN ROAD AID
































Keene Sand & Gravel
Gladys Dunham, Use of Truck & Expenses
DAMAGES AND LEGAL
Legal
Goodnow, Arwe , Ayer & Prigge
Settlement Bernstein Suit






















Treas. State of N.H.-Bond & Debt Ret. 1,202.76
Treas., County of Cheshire 39,393.66 $ 40,596.42
PARKS AND PRECINCT
Lois Lundsted, Treas. Village Precinct 300.00
Robert Dunton, Plante Park 153.37
Public Service Co. Of N.H. 115.00 568.37
SCHOOLS
Monadnock Regional Sch. District 1976-7 217,695.73
" " " " 1977-8 191,027.00 408,722.73
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
The present Road Agent was appointed to office by the Board of Selectmen on
April 1, 1977. This report covers the period from April 1, 1977 to December
31, 1977.
The usual summer and winter maintenance was accomplished, including patching
roads, cutting brush, cleaning culverts, and ditches, oiling, plowing, and
sanding. The following special projects were accomplished. 1. The T.R.A.
Project on the Upper Troy Road was completed. 2. Sections of the Holman Road
were scarified, graveled, and Farmers' mixed and sealed. 3. The Creamery
Road was scarified, graveled, farmers' mixed and sealed. 4. The major re-
graveling and grading job was done on the Sandy Beach Road. 5. West Lake
Road was scarified for approximately 3500 feet. In excess of 2500 yards of
base material were spread on the road and topped with crushed gravel. This
project is scheduled for completion during 1978. 6. A large diameter culvert
was replaced on the Rockwood Pond Road below Rockwood Pond. 7. A major widen-
ing job and re-graveling were accomplished from the Rhododendron State Park
area through to the Old Troy Road. This project is scheduled for additional-
graveling and grading during 1978. 8. Approximately 40 street signs were
erected throughout the town at a cost of approx. $1,000. An additional 40
signs have been purchased for erection during 1978. 9. The Town Highway
Dept. took an active part in the work being accomplished at the town solid
waste transfer station, including graveling and grading the area. A leveling
project has been started on the Turnpike Road. A hill approx. 20 feet high
has been removed, eliminating a traffic hazard, and will be completed during
1978. 10. Several projects were accomplished on the Town Highway Garage,
including the addition of lights, hot-air furnace, a shallow well and pump.
The highway equipment presently on hand ranges from good to poor condition
as follows:
1973 Ford F750 Dump Truck - Fair condition
1976 Ford F750 Dump Truck - Good condition
1976 John Deere Front End Loader - Good condition
1971 John Deere Road Grader - Fair condition
1977 Ford Pickup Truck - Good condition
Road Sweeper - Fair condition
York Rake - Good condition
1 Pickup Box Sander - Fair condition
1 Five Yard Box Sander - Poor condition
2 Chain Saws - New
Misc. hand tools - Fair to poor condition
This year we are proposing some major work done on our 1971 grader. During
1977 we replaced the four rear tires at a cost of approx. $1,200. This year
we are proposing to have the machine sent back to a John Deere Dealer for
inspection, repair & replacement of components as required, plus cleaning
and repairing of the equipment. This should raise the over-all condition of
the equipment from a fair to good category, and insure a number of useful
years of life from the grader. We have originally requested that we purchase
a new dump truck this year, however, due to tight fund situation we propose
to keep our 1973 truck running for an additional year. This will require
additional maintenance and possibly a new engine before the year is over.
We have put a large amount of money into our five yard box sander in order
to keep this piece of equipment running through the winter. In addition, we
have leased a second box sander with an option to buy and are requesting the
town to appropriate sufficient funds to buy this piece of equipment. We feel
that it is necessary to have two five yard box sanders in order to adequately
provide sanding during icy weather.
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We have proposed a number of projects during 1978. Whether or not we can
accomplish these projects will depend a large degree upon funding available.
Projects proposed include: 1. The re-building of the Lower Troy Road, using
T.R.A. funds and supplementing them with town funds. We are recoiimending
that an additional $1,800 dollars be raised to supplement the $7,000. we
anticipate being available through T.R.A. , and having the job accomplished
by State Highway Dept. , using State supervision and State labor. 2. We are
proposing a special article for raising funds for completing the West Lake
Road Project. This will include scarifying and graveling two short stretches
beyond the area already under construction, removal of stones and shimning
of areas not to be scarified, farmers' mixing on all the gravel sections, and
sealing the entire road. We feel that the funds requested are sufficient to
complete the project for the entire length of the road. 3. We have requested
funds for re-building Kinsman Road and Robbins Road. Both of these roads are
very narrow, very rough roads. We propose to re-build the roads without appre-
ciably widening them and destroying the local aesthetics. 4. We have requested
funds for mixing two batches of a oil-stone-sand mixture, which can then be
used to apply to roads using a paving machine. We would propose to use this
material for re-paving Perry Road, Pleasant Street, Church Street, Angler Road
and other short sections around town. 5. We are proposing to use available
supplies of crushed gravel and spread this on gravel roads throughout the
town. In line with this, we are also proposing to train one of our people to
be a full-time grader operator to insure that in future years we do a better





TOWN HIGHWAY FACILITY COMMITTEE REPORT
The 1977 Town Meeting authorized a committee for the purpose of making recom-
mendations to the Town for a Highway Department facility. The members were
appointed by the moderator.
During 1976 an application for funding a Municipal Services Center project
was submitted by the Town to the Economic Development Agency under the Public
Works Act of 1976. This application was denied. During 1977, we had an oppor-
tunity to re-submit this application under the Public Works Act of 1977. This
application was also denied.
Following denial of the applications, our committee made inquires to Rep. James
Cleveland, Senator John Durkin, and Governor Meldrim Thomson, relative to
alternative sources of funding without success.
Numerous meetings were held by the committee to develop recommendations for
a project that would fulfill the Town's needs, and remain within the Towns'
ability to finance locally. The following is a list of our findings and re-
commendations which are submitted for your consideration:
1. The need for an adequate maintenance facility continues in spite of improve-
ments made by the Road Agent. Presently the lack of appropriate facilities
is actually costing the Town due to the inability to provide preventive
maintenance that should be done. The maintenance which is accomplished
takes longer adding to the cost often at overtime rates, and eventually,
more equipment will have to be sent out for repair or prematurely replaced
simply because we lack the facilities to do the job ourselves.
2. Covered storage space is required so that equipment can be properly stored
under cover. Again, money can be saved in the long run by helping to extend
the service life of highway equipment. Equipment standing in the weather
deteriorates much faster, and is susceptible to vandalism.
3. The Town's application for EDA funds included a municipal package with a
highway facility and a Police Station. The committee feels that there is
a real need for a Police Station and that we should propose both facilities.
The current police facility needs numerous repairs. In addition, it is
appropriate to point out that the police facility is a part of the Village
Fire Station which is fast becoming a problem since it is too small for a
newer truck.
4. Consideration was also given to supplying space for Town Offices in the
facility. The committee feels that there will be an increasing need for
better Town Offices as the town grows. We tabled the idea however be-
cause the Town may not be ready for this step at this time. We do not feel
the point should be dropped entirely and would suggest that further study
be given to how the Town will handle future administrative duties.
5. The committee in arriving at a combined Highway and Police Department faci-
lity realize that the Town may not be prepared to vote for the complete
package. Consequently our proposal is based on a structure which can
eliminate the Police Station if necessary. Should the Town decide to take
that route we would recommend that dons iderat ion be given for some other
arrangement for Police facilities, while also considering another arrange-
ment for a Village Fire Station.
6. We have worked with the Baybutt Construction Company to prepare prelimi-
nary drawings. Copies of these drawings are available for viewing at the
Town Hall. The total complex is made up of three separate, but joining
steel buildings. The actual layout of these buildings and their interior
floor plans can be re-arranged from that which is illustrated. The purpose
of the drawings is to show the basic components, and their estimated cost.
7. It is recommended by the committee that the greatest value to the Town can
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be realized by employing a design - build contractor rather than a separate
architect to design and prepare specifications. We suggest the Town accept
proposals from various contractors, then to negotiate the final building
with the contractor of their choice. This would allow each contractor to
use standard building packages and eliminates the added costs by insisting
on non standard equipment.
8. The committee strongly recommends the construction of the total Highway
and Police Department complex. Both facilities are needed now by the Town,
and construction costs will increase in the years ahead. The combined
project will save additional money over separate projects in terms of water
supply, sewerage treatment, toilets, common walls, common heating plant,
common access road, etc.
9- The total cost of the project is estimated at $130,000. We would propose
to raise $20,000. this year ($5,000. from the existing capital reserve
fund, and $15,000. from property taxes). The remaining $110,000. to be
borrowed on a long term, payable over ten years at approximately $15,000
per year, principal and interest- This would have an effect on the tax
rate of approximately $1.25 per thousand based on the current town
assessment.
10. In the event the town should wish to build only the Highway Department
facility, and not the Police Station, the cost is estimated at $100,000.
We would recommend that $20,000. be raised (5,000. from the existing
capital reserve fund, and $15,000. from property taxes), with the re-
maining $80,000. to be borrowed with re-payment spread over five years
or approximately $18,000. per year. This would add approximately $1.50
to the tax rate. The figures are only approximate since the actual rate
of interest would be determined at the time we would take the loan. We











Functions of a Planning Board:
1. To regulate land sub-divisions. In the Town of Fitzwilliam this is
done according to Sub-Division Regulations adopted by the voters of
the Town at the Town Meeting, March 10, 1970 in accordance with
Chapter 36, Sections 19-29, N.H. RSA 1955, plus additions and changes
made in later years.
2. To prepare a community land use plan.
The Fitzwilliam Planning Board undertook a course on planning with Larry
Stirling of the Southwestern New Hampshire Regional Planning Commission.
There were twelve meetings with Mr. Stirling - he attended eight regular
meetings and conducted four special meetings- It was found that many of the
regular meetings were so taken up with regular business on sub-divisions
that it was 9:30 before Mr. Stirling could start the training program - hence
the four extra meetings.
Seventeen applications for sub-divisions came before the Planning Board during
the year 1977. Eight applications were carried through the final requests
and were granted - four were denied. The properties where sub-divisions are
denied require a great deal of time, on site inspection and effort in order
to arrive at a final conclusion that is fair to all parties. Added to the
approvals and denials there were two preliminary requests that the Board
considered but did not encourage so they were withdrawn. Three of the appli-
cations made in 1977 were finalized at the January 1978 meeting.
As a result of inquiries from some property owners two additions to the sub-
division regulations were proposed and adopted after a public hearing on
December 5, 1977:
1. Abutting lands deeded to one owner on separate and various dates
become a part of the holdings as one piece of land and cannot be
considered as automatically sub-divided.
2. Any unsold lots in a sub-division made prior to the Fitzwilliam
Sub-Division Regulations dated September 3, 1970 are subject to
present requirements.
Respectfully submitted,




The Fitzwilliam Fire Department responded to 121 calls in the period
from December 1, 1976 through November 30, 1977. To see the increasing demand
on the fire department's men and equipment, this compares with 90 calls in 1976
and approximately 70 calls in 1975. The calls for 1977 included 9 chimney
fires, 8 structural or house fires, 8 vehicle fires, 7 brush fires, and 10
mutual aid calls. There were also 3 miscellaneous calls for gas washes and
smoke investigations. There were 50 calls for medical emergencies and 15 calls
for automobile accidents for a total of 65 rescue related calls. Finally,
there were 11 calls to the dump. It should be noted that the fire department
exceeded its budget for 1977 by several hundred dollars, and it should be
further noted that the payroll alone for dump fires approximated $800 to $900.
Hopefully with the new structure at the dump last year's expense will not have
to be repeated in the future.
NEW VEHICLES
Under Article 7 of the warrant for last year's meeting, the town
authorized the firewards to purchase a new fire truck. After much research
and consultation with various manufacturers' representatives, a contract was
signed in August of 1977 with Continental Fire Trucks Inc. of Hopkinton, Massa-
chusetts to purchase a 1978 Ford Louisville Chassis with a 750 gallon per
minute front mounted pump and a 1,000 gallon tank. The vehicle along with a
new radio, lights and certain special equipment will cost approximately
$46,000. Delivery has been tentatively promised for May or June of 1978.
As of last year's report, the firewards advised you that the nimiber
of calls for medical emergencies and accidents was increasing rapidly, and
that the fire department was considering the purchase of a rescue/equipment
vehicle. After much research and investigation, the fire department purchased
a 1978 Qievrolet one- ton 4 -wheel drive vehicle. Although there were some
delays on the part of the manufacturer, the vehicle was delivered in December
of 1977 and the body installed. The vehicle was placed in service in January.
The truck and body, along with the radio and other special equipment cost in
excess of $13,000, all of which has been paid for out of the funds of the fire
department membership.
The firewards hope you will support the article in the warrant author-
izing the town to accept a gift of the new rescue equipment vehicle from the
fire department.
PRESENT VTEHICLES
At present the department has the following vehicles:
1. 1936 Stewart - equipped and used for brush and forestry purposes
-
condition: fair.
2. 1950 Ford 1100 gallon tanker with 150 gallon per minute pump - condition:
fair-poor.
3. 1954 Ford hose reel-pumper 500 gallon per minute front mount pump with 500
gallons of water and 1700 feet of 4-inch hose. Condition: good.
4. 1956 CMC 1500 gallon tanker with 500 gallon per minute rear mount pump.
Tliis is an all-wheel drive vehicle donated by the Forestry Department. A
new tank will be installed in 1978. Condition: good.
5. 1965 International pumper with 750 gallon per minute midship pump and 750
gallons of water. Condition: good.
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AMBULANCE COVERAGE - RESCUE WORK
The firewards would like to remind the citizens of the town that their
ambulance service is provided without charge by the Troy Emergency and Ambulance
Servise (TEASI). The new rescue vehicle provided by the members of the Fit-
william Fire Department is not an ambulance. The services offered by the rescue
vehicle and the ambulance conplement each other at the scene of a medical
emergency or vehicle accident.
We encourage the citizens of Fitzwilliam to support TEASI in its
efforts to provide good ambulance service for our town.
As you may be aware, the fire department has established a rescue and
equipment fund, and has put certain donations into this fund to purchase equip-
ment for various types of medical emergencies. In deference to TEASI 's attenpts
to purchase and equip an ambulance in the past few years, the fire department has
not requested the town's assistance with financing the rescue vehicle or rescue
equipment. We do expect to solicit financial assistance from the townspeople
to help offset some of the cost of the new rescue/equipment vehicle. It
should be pointed out that the savings fund established from donations for the
purchase of equipment was not used in the purchase of the rescue vehicle, but has
been used to purchase new hand tools and supplies.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
The fire department again sponsored sled dog races in January and
provided lighting for the Christmas tree in the village common. The equipment
for this latter project is in its advanced years, and hopefully will be replaced
during the coming year.
Tlie fire department by-passed its usual Fourth of July barbecue and
fireworks display to have it coincide with the town's annual Old Home Day celebration.
This event appeared to be a great success and enjoyed by young and old.
NIEADOWOOD COUNTY AREA FIRE DEPARTMENT
For many years the town has benefitted from the services offered by
the men and equipment of Meadowood. As most people are aware, all of Meadowood
services are free to the town, and we continue to urge all citizens to respond
generously to Meadowood' s annual appeals for donations, especially this year, the
department's 25th.
Last year we offered our congratulations to Meadowood upon its
acquisition of a new rescue vehicle. This year, the directors of Meadowood
added a vital piece of equipment to that rescue vehicle by purchasing a Hurst
Tool, also known commonly as the "Jaws of Life". This tool can be of vital
importance at the scei 3 of an automobile or industrial accident, and can be
of great assistance in "irefighting.
Meadowood is also looking into the possible replacement of the chassis
on the ladder truck. Tne ladder has been of invaluable assistance to Fitzwilliam
on many occasions, an' ve would hope that a suitable replacement for the 1956 Ford
chassis can be secureu
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The firewards note that the budget committee has submitted an item in
the budget of $1,600 for the support of Nteadowood. We urge your support of
this measure, but we also ask that those who have donated to the supporting
membership in the past continue with this help in the future.
TOtVK' SUPPORT
The firewards again express their appreciation to the citizens of the
town not only for the support of the activities of the fire department of the
Town of Fitzwilliam, but of the activities of the membership of the fire depart-
ment. We would like to continue to be of as much service to the town as possible,
and would be glad to answer the questions of any individual or organization as to
the nature of our equipment and services.




LIST OF FIRES AND EMERGENCIES
December 1, 1976 - November 30, 1977
ll/Q2/lb Robert Nordvold residence, Mgier Road - chimney fire
12/12/76 Meattey farm - chimney fire
12/ 12/ lb Route 12 south - car accident - medical emergency
12/16/76 Jaffrey-Nfonadnock Lodge - mutual aid
12/24/76 Raines residence, Bowkerville Road - chimney fire
12/28/76 Gallant residence -Stone Villa - medical emergency
12/30/76 Russell residence, .Angier Road - medical emergency
12/30/76 Gordon residence, Winchendon Road - medical emergency
1/02/77 Bill residence, Howeville Road - reported car fire
1/09/77 Morgan residence. Route 119 west - stove fire
1/13/77 Stone's Exxon - car fire
1/13/77 Speedway Station - reported car fire
1/22/77 Guild residence, Templeton Road - medical emergency
1/29/77 Troy - mutual aid
1/29/77 Joyce Flynn, Templeton Turnpike - medical emergency
2/10/77 Route 119 east - car fire
2/10/77 Dunliam residence, Route 119 west - medical emergency
2/10/77 Route 12 south - truck fire
2/19/77 Stone's Exxon - car fire
2/19/77 Russell Campbell, East Lake Road - medical emergency
2/22/77 Glenn Smith, Angier Road - medical emergency
2/26/77 Richmond - mutual aid
3/04/77 Richard Rowe, Bowkerville Road - medical emergency
3/05/77 Ernest Cushman, Richmond Road - medical emergency
3/12/77 Casey residence, Winchendon Road - transfer assistance
3/14/77 Fitchburg - mutual aid - large diameter hose
3/17/77 Cranberry House, Winchendon Road - chimney fire
3/18/77 Rindge-Duval residence - mutual aid
3/18/77 Aamo-Hill residence, Matthews Road - chimney fire
3/20/77 Robert Smith - Fitzwilliam Inn - medical emergency
3/20/77 Theodore Greenough, East Lake Road - medical emergency
3/22/77 Speedway Station - medical emergency
3/23/77 Caroline Schimke, Scott Pond - medical emergency
3/24/77 Frank Carter, Route 12 south - oil burner
3/27/77 Gary Pierce, Rindge Road - medical emergency
4/14/77 Dump
4/16/77 Route 12 north - auto accident - fatal
4/16/77 Dump
4/16/77 Richard Peterson, Royalston Road - brush
4/19/77 Dump
4/20/77 David Meattey, Route 119 west - medical emergency
4/21/77 Damon cottage, Rindge - house fire
4/24/77 Walter Hongisto, Bowkerville Road - brush
4/28/77 Dump
4/28/77 Dump
4/29/77 Caswell residence, Warren Hill Road
5/01/77 Dump
5/01/77 Trading Post, Winchendon Road
5/02/77 .Alice Korjeff, Howeville Road
5/03/77 Dump
5/03/77 Dump
5/03/77 Nye residence, Bowkerville Road - bam fire
5/07/77 Nancy Gold - Emerson School - medical emergency
5/08/77 Dump
5/08/77 Decatur residence, Webb Hill Road - medical emergency
5/13/77 Caswell residence, Warren Hill Road - medical emergency
5/13/77 Troy - mutual aid - brush
5/13/77 Hodgman residence, Rindge Road - car fire






5/15/77 Route 119 west - automobile accident - medical emergency
S/ 11/11 Martin Donowitz, East Lake Road - bedroom fire
^ll^lll Francis Lamagna, Hemlock Drive - mobile home fire
S/11/11 Dump
S/ 19/11 Sharon Rogers, Richmond Road - medical emergency
S/ 50/11 Eva Legeyt, East Lake Road - medical emergency
5/30/77 Route 119 east - automobile accident - medical emergency
6/03/77 Diane Butler, Royalston Road - medical emergency
6/05/77 Buffum residence, Winchendon Road - automobile accident -
6/05/77 Route 12 north - automobile accident - medical emergency
6/05/77 Little Ntonadnock Ntountain - brush fire investigation
6/09/77 John Grier, Collins Pond Road - reported building fire
6/11/77 Route 119 west - motorcycle accident - medical emergency
6/18/77 Ward residence. East Lake Road - reported brush fire
6/20/77 Dump
6/21/77 Arthur Dunton, Route 12 south - medical emergency
6/25/77 Terhune residence, East Lake Road - medical emergency
6/25/77 Fitzwilliam Inn - medical emergency
6/26/77 Fitzwilliam Inn - medical emergency
6/27/77 Emerson School - medical emergency
6/30/77 Emerson School - medical emergency
7/04/77 Robert Parker residence. Route 119 west - house fire
7/06/77 Rindge - mutual aid - house fire
7/08/77 Ralph Putnam, Rhododendron Road - medical emergency
7/10/77 Aamo Luopa, Route 12 north - medical emergency
7/10/77 Robert Flinkstrom, Route 12 north - reported medical emergency
7/13/77 Medical emergency'
7/18/77 Route 12 south - car fire
7/18/77 Theodore Greenough, East Lake Road
8/01/77 Rindge - mutual aid
8/05/77 Old Turnpike Road - tree fire
8/07/77 Depot - gas wash
8/08/77 Routes 12 and 119 - automobile accident
8/16/77 Damon Road - automobile accident
8/16/77 Sulo Maki, East Lake Road - medical emergency
8/19/77 Route 12 south - automobile accident
8/22/77 East Lake Road - automobile accident
8/27/77 Cavadini residence, Holman Road - medical emergency
8/28/77 Holbrook residence, Bowkerville -
9/05/77 Old Turnpike Road - brush fire
9/05/77 Roche residence. Route 119 east -
9/10/77 Liquor Store - medical emergency
9/11/77 Hapala residence. Church Street - smoke investigation
9/15/77 Burkhardt residence, Robbins Road - medical emergency
9/21/77 Kelley Bailey, Route 119 east - medical emergency
9/23/77 Arthur Charest, Webb Hill Road - chimney fire
9/29/77 Winchendon - mutual aid
9/30/77 Bill residence, Howeville Road - medical emergency
10/01/77 Route 119 east - automobile accident
10/07/77 East Lake Road - automobile accident
10/07/77 Route 12 north - automobile accident
10/21/77 Patricia Record, Angier Road - chimney fire
10/22/77 Kathy Brady, Perry Street - medical emergency
10/22/77 Fred Wheeler, Damon Road (Rindge) - medical emergency
10/24/77 Theodore Greenough, East Lake Road - medical emergency
11/02/77 David Berkowitz, Route 12 south - medical emergency
11/02/77 Arthur Charest, Webb Hill Road - medical emergency
11/06/77 Route 12 south - automobile accident - medical emergency
11/12/77 Connelly residence. Village Common - chimney/partition fire
11/13/77 Richmond - Route 119 - automobile accident - medical emergency
11/19/77 Martha Keilig (bam) Winchendon Road - chimney fire





TO THE CITIZENS OF FITZWILLIAM, N.H.
FROM TROY EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
On behalf of our ambulance group, I would like to take a few lines to let you
know what your ambulance has done in the past twelve months and our plans for
the future twelve months.
Regardless of the hour or the weather, our obligation to yoy has lead us to
138 Emergency calls and 23 Transfer calls. We have saved a life, soothed a
brow, held a hand and wiped many a tear.
We joined Tri-State, a group of towns organizing medical communications,
and filled our obligation as a back-up unit to neighboring towns. Our
licenses, which enable us to continue working on the ambulance, are up-dated
yearly. Our members attend both medical and business meetings and keep the
ambulance in tip-top condition. We even managed to celebrate our first
year in operation in April of 1977 with a dance.
Your contined support and faith in us has been a great morale booster in
this volunteer service. This is all made possible due to each and every-
one of you who have given generously in your donations. We are still opera-
ting on tax-free dollars - thanks to you who care.
What we plan to do - is not to let you down - to keep up the necessary func-
tions of a very vital corporation, namely your ambulance. These next twelve
months we will be training new personnel and re-certifying present people.
Plans for our second anniversary dance are also in the making. But our chief
goal for 1978 will be to help keep you healthy, safe and assured that TEASI
is only minutes away if a need arises. Please remember the emergency tele-
phone number - 352-1100.
Once again, I would like to thank you and each and every volunteer member in




TROY EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.
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Piano tuning for same
Naugatuck Choir
Milton Post Band
Keene High School Choir
Piano tuning for same
Preparation of tax return
Safe deposit box rent






During 1977 planning, it was determined that police growth and service re-
quired study to ascertain where the Town's interest lay. A research survey
was conducted by the Police Department for the purpose of measuring this
interest.





Based on the survey results, the budget for 1978 was prepared. This budget
proposal included the position of a third full time officer to provide the
means to devote attention to the three specific areas. The proposal totaled
approximately $41,000.
The 1973 Self Study survey indicates that of those who responded, 73% felt
that 24 hour patrol would be favorable police protection; and that 617o felt
the present service (of 1973) was inadequate.
Therefore, it becomes reasonable to assume that the Town favors pKsllce growth
in certain areas. As Police Chief, I agree with the Town's response. I
cannot suggest we pay the price of 24 hour patrol, but I do feel a third
full time officer is necessary and would provide for a considerable Increase
in service.
I further recommend that Police Department growth stop with a third full
time officer. Three men would be a reasonable number of personnel and would
place Fitzwilliam nearer the national average of 2.1 officers per 1000
people*. We would not be able to provide 24 hour patrol dally, but we would
have the means to increase patrol time, be capable of 24 hour patrol periodi-
cally, as well as increase criminal investigation. Additional personnel
would then only be justified when Fitzwilliam made substantial increases
In population or other significant changes occurred.
For the third year in a row, we have enjoyed a reduction in the so called
serious crimes. Since 1975, there has been a reduction trend of -5TL of
this type of crime. There is no method of determining what is responsible
for this reduction. However, increased police activity and community aware-
ness contribute to a large extent.
Police service in the Town is increasing each year. Again the predominant
service is property checks which numbered over 7800 this past year.
Motor vehicle accidents have climbed with our increased attention to house
checks and crime prevention. Hopefully we can strike a medium to maintain
crime prevention with a reasonable level of highway safety.
Of the 48 accidents in Fitzwilliam this year, there were 10 personal Injury
accidents, and one double fatality. It Is becoming increasingly rare to
have a fatal free year.
As in crime prevention, the public is In the best position to promote high-
way safety. A large number of traffic accidents can be prevented by obeying
the rules of the road and exercising common sense.
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Police effectiveness is largely based on its relationship with the community
and fellow agencies. We have been fortunate to enjoy excellent co-operation
from both. Our sincere appreciation is extended to all, with the hope that
these relations will continue.
Statistical information of general interest concerning the year's activities




Robbery 1 Cleared - Property Checks 7832
Burglary 24 Cleared - 3 Burglar alarms 65
Theft 17 Cleared - 5 Accidents (Total) 48
Motor vehicle theft 6 Cleared - 1 w/ injury - 10
Assault 4 Cleared - 4 Fatality - 1
Criminal Mischief 19 Cleared - 4 Motor vehicle stops 367
(Vandalism Motor vehicle courts 191
Arson 2 Cleared -
*Crime in the United States 1976
Clarence M. Kelly Director, FBI
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LIBRARIAN'S REPORT 1977
This is the first year that Fltzwilllam Library circulation has exceeded the
10,000 mark, with 10,150 books and magazines charged out.
A total of 25 7 new books were acquired and 96 7 volumes were borrowed from
the Bookmobile which made three trips to Fltzwilllam. Eighty-three books
were borrowed on special order for patrons through the State's Interllbrary
Loan Program.
With the appointment of Paula Baldwin as Assistant Librarian a very success-
ful summer reading program for Juniors was carried out. And another
first more Junior books were circulated this year than adult fiction.
One Hundred seventy-three books were weeded from the Junior collection,
leaving valuable shelf space for new acquisitions and for those books that
do move.
Much work has been done with volunteers to improve cataloguing and make
books more readily accessible on the shelves. During the year our card
catalog expanded to the point that additional drawers were necessary. The
Friends of Fltzwilllam Town Library purchased for us a new 6-drawer
catalog for the Junior room. The Friends also carried out a very success-
ful dale of old books on the Library lawn on Old Home Day, the proceeds to
go toward the purchase of books.
For the second consecutive year we received an award from the N.H. State
Library certifying that we meet the qualifications of the N.H. State
Library Development Program for libraries in towns with population under
2000.
Eleven books on American History and frontier days were purchased using
a portion of the Bi-Centennial Commission's donation of $500.
The chimney of the Library building was rebuilt and the roof flashing
repaired. Also a first floor rear fire door was Installed to meet the
State Fire Marshall's requirements.
This pas", fall I completed a fourth 10-week course in library administration
given by the State Library at Keene State College. In addition I have
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Fitzwilliam Square Dances (upper Hall)
Town Meeting
Special Town Meeting







Board of Adjustments Hearings
Supervisiors of Checklist
Guild Fair
Fitzwilliam Concerned Citizens Group
Budget Committee Hearings
St. Joseph Mission Church
Bicentennial Committee
Old Home Day






























FITZWILLIAM DISTRICT NURSING ASSOCIATION
TREASURER'S REPORT - JANUARY 1, 1977 to DECEMBER 31. 1977
GENERAL FlfND
Balance Jan. 1 1977 - Keene National Bank $




School Dental Hygiene Program 1977
School Dental Hygiene Program 1976 Medicaid Reimb.
Trustees of Trust Funds - Interest on Haskell Fund
Interest - Keene Savings Bank Acct. #38245
DISBURSEMENTS
Troy Visiting Nurse Association - Services $
School Dental Hygiene Program
Dental Kits for Brushing Program at Emerson Scho.
Printing and Postage
Bank Service Charge
Balance December 31, 1977 - Indian Head Nat'l Bank












- CCS. Bank Acct. #60195
CHRISTMAS BASKET FUND
Balance Jan. 1, 1977 - CCS. Bank Acct. #80499
Receipts
Donations from Organizations & Residents
Interest - CCS. Bank Acct. #80499
Disbursements
Expenses of Christmas Projects
Balance Dec. 31, 1977 - CCS. Bank Acct. #80499
DENTAL FUND
Balance Jan. 1. 1977 - CCS. Bank Acct. #28386
Receipts
Interest - CCS. Bank Acct. 28386




















FITZWILLIAM HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
REPORT FOR 1977
In 1977, a new set of Rules and Regulations for the Fitzwilllam Historic District
were established. These rules pertained to the revising of the existing re-
gulations and the addition of new regulations. A copy of these Regulations
are published in this Town Report. These Regulations were revised on July 14,
1977.
Applications approved for the Fitzwilliam Historic Commission for the year
1977:
1. Howard Buss - Alterations and changes in his garage.
2. Elizabeth McKendry - An antique sign denoting her Antique Shop.
3. Fred Slavic - A re-application to replace an application that
was approved in 1976. The re-application was to
build a garage on his property.
4. John Ilg - Alterations to the existing porch and enclosing said
porch.
5. Tom McCulla - Addition to his home on Rhododendron Road.
6. Stephen K. Ralowicz - The building of a structure to be his future
home.
Changes In the Hlstroic Commission members for 1977 were -
Mr. Frank Dahl , Angier Road, Fitzwilliam, N.H.
Mrs. Frances Yasvln, Lower Troy Road, Fitzwilliam, N.H.
These members replaced David Payea who moved to California, and Barbara
Fitzgerald, who resigned. The existing Board is made up of: John C. Ilg,
Frances Yasvin, Frank Dahl, Frances Hallett, and John Damon, as a Selectmens'
representative.






1. The prime purpose of the Fltzwilllam Hlstrolc Dlstrlc is to maintain
the existing small town New England colonial atmosphere. New Con-
struction or exterior remodeling must conform to this purpose. In-
consistencies in the existing colonial profile shall not be used
as a reason for allowing additional inconsistencies.
2. To preserve a district in the municipality which reflects elements
of its cultural, social, economic, political, and architectural
history.
3. To conserve property values.
4. To foster civic beauty.
REGULATIONS
1. Existing non-conforming structures or uses may continue except as
follows
:
a. The use of a structure may not be altered or enlarged.
b. The use of a structure may not be changed to another non-
confonnlng use.
c. Once a structure is changed to a conforming use, it may not
revert to a non-conforming use.
2. New structures, buildings and those moved into the district, and
alterations shall:
a. Require a permit. (No permit shall be required for remodel-
ing or repairing where the exterior appearance is not changed).
b. Be completed within one(l) year from start of construction
or application made to the commission for an extension.
c. Be a one or two-family residence.
d. Be a maximum of 2-1/2 stories (except no limitation for
farm outbuildings).
e. Have a mlnimTjm lot frontage of 150 feet.
f. Be on a minlmimi lot size of two acres and one house to a lot.
g. Be set back a mlnimimi of 50 feet from the edge of the
traveled portion of any highway.
h. Be located at least 25 feet from any other boundary line.




a. Similarity of construction, type of framing and
materials:
1. Similarity of roofs, I.e., slopes and shapes.
2. Similarity of exterior finish walls, I.e.,
shakes, shingles, clapboards, brick, stone.
3. Similarity of exterior surface finish, I.e.,
paint, stain, natural.
b. Similarity of lateral facades:
1. Number, size and type of doors and windows
as a percentage of the facade.
2. Type and design of cornices, lintels, arches,
porches, balustrades, wrought Iron work,
chimneys, etc.
2. Landscaping
a. Similarity of landscaping and ground covering,




i. No mobile homes shall be allowed.
5. No travel trailer sales nor trailers used as residence shall
be allowed. (travel trailers are defined as those allowed
to be towed by vehicles without a special permit, not over
35 feet long or 8 feet wide).
:. Any damaged structure or foundations shall be repaired within
one year or it shall be removed to ground level and left in
a safe and sightly condition.
PROCEDURE
1. Application for permit may be obtained from the Historic Commission
or at the Selectmen's Office and shall be submitted to the Historic
Commission.
2. Applications are required for all new construction, alterations or
any other exterior changes Including signs, fences, walls , driveways
,
etc. Information to be included is a detailed sketch and description
of work; purpose; location; design and size of building, addition or
alteration; placement on lot with distance from property lines and
highway right-of-way (sewerage layout plans may be submitted to show
this); type of materials, etc.; new construction must Include sewerage
approval number; and the application must be notarized.
3. The application shall be approved by said Commission before any work
is started.
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4. The Historic Commission meets the first Thursday of every month to
act upon applications for permit.
5. It shall be the duty of the Historic Commission to administer and
enforce the provisions of this policy as per HB 493, Chap. 178 State
of New Hampshire.
6. Any person or persons jointly or severally aggrieved by a decision
of the Commission shall have the right to appeal concerning such
decision to the Board of Adjustment.
7. Any person convicted of violating any of the rules or regulations
of this Commission shall be fined not more than $10 per day for
each day in violation.
8. Separability: In case any sub-section, paragraph or part of this
subdivision be for any reason declared invalid or held unconstitu-
tional by any court of last resort, every other sub-section, paragraph
or part shall continue in full force and effect.
9. The above regulations are in addition to existing town ordinances.
EXCEPTIONS
Exceptions to these regulations should be viewed carefully against the
impact the exception would have on future applications. Any exception
should be granted only when the long range Impact will not be detrimental
to the purpose of these regulations.
Revised July 14, 1977
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CEMETERY REPORT FOR 1978
The year of 1977 has seen quite a bit of improvement in both cemeteries. The
roads at the Pine Grove Cemetery were taken down and re-surfaced with good
gravel and the flagpole was reset but the plaque and the stone for the flag-
pole will still have to have additional repairs.
Again this year we had theft from the Village Cemetery tool shed; two rider mowers
and some miscellaneous tools were stolen. We have replaced one of the riders
with the insurance money and money from our budget. It has been suggested that
in the near future we look into a cement block building at the Pine Grove
and place most of the equpment there where it will be fire proof.
We will be doing all over mowings for the season instead of twice a year; with
the aid of trust fund money we should have a much better looking cemetery and less





I hereby submit my report as a member of the Cemetery Commission. The
cemeteries that I have visited and checked on are in good condition.
Mrs. Victor Dunham has done an excellent job with the mowing and keeping the
shrubbery well cut.
I would like to see that the maps and records be microfilmed for future years,
as I feel that the towns' people will be pleased to see these records kept
in good shape. With this in mind I hope the voters of the town will vote to





















































































Curtis R. Lively. Sr.
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Andreucci, Samuel & Leonora
110 Myrtle Avenue
Fitchburg. Mass. 01420
Andreucci, Samuel & Leonora
110 Myrtle Avenue
Fitchburg, Mass. 01420
Angler, Rupert L. & Eliz.
861 Michells Lane
Middletown, R.I. 02840





Long Beach, Cal. 90808














M18-L28 63. 5A 1,200
M4-L5 8A L






Bauer, Roger L. & Myra J.
112-14 107th Avenue










Bergeron, Leopold C. & Diane
Sohegan Street
Milfrod, N.H. 03055




Blgo«, Walter & Frank W. Hippert
Ea«t Douglas,
Massachusetts 01516
Blomfield, Gordon & Eliz. W.
74 Meadowbrook Road
Springfield, Mass. 01128
Boehler, Donald M. & Roberta E.
27 Beach Bluff




Bolles, Harry E. & Blythe, Ruth B.
RFD #1
Keene, N.H. 03431
Bolles, John A. & Wendy W.
Keene, N.H. 03431




Borrmann, Fred H. & Fred C.
P.O. Box 423
Eastham, Mass. 02642











Bowers, Arthur W. & Helen A.
Troy, N.H. 03465










M6-L7 30. 5A L/B
M7-L32 79. 8A L
M12-L48 39A L/B
























Brandts, John F. & Susan R.
Amherst, Mass. 01002
Breed, Allan P. Trust
C/0 Dean W. Carleton Trustee
75 Federal Street
Boston, Mass. 02110














Brown, Ametta M. & Frederick 0.
11340 7th Street East
Treasure Island, Fla. 33706






Bruce, Robt. S. & Mary Lou
Twin Brook Farm
Salem, Conn.
Bryden, Wm. G. & Marilyn 0.
15 Jonathan Lane
Sandwich, Mass. 02563













































Burns, Arthur C. & Margaret P.
780 Norman Drive
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Burt, Howard 0., Jr. & Shirley R.
Rindge, N.H. 03461
Burton, Malba & Sotirls Kamilarls
Putnam Road
Hudson, N.H. 03051
Bush, W. Wallace & Eva
83 Short Street
South Easton, Mass. 02375
Butler, Edmund J. & Levena S.
Golf Club Road
Newport, N.H. 03773







C/0 Mrs. A. Fletcher
164 Maple Street
Springfield, Mass. 01101




M16-L13 16. 5A L
TOTAL
M2-L30 1.5A L/B











































Carlson, Louis E. & Miriam E.
919 Bench Court
Anchorage, Alaska 99504










Cottage on White Est. 800
Carron, Lester & Vivian
607 Chapin Street
Ludlow, Mass. 01056
Carson, Glenn & Lois






Carter, Richard & Carol E.
709 E. Salerno Circle
Fort Devens, Mass. 01433
M12-L41-4 6.7A L/B 2,200
Cece, Michael J. & Concetta
129 Wallace Avenue
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552
M25-L18 95«X200» L/B 5,000































Cleveland, Arthur B. & Alice M.
29 GrosvenorStreet
Shipley, Yorkshire BD 18-4
England











Clouten, Theresa E. M35-L25 L/B 4,600
8 North Lillian Street
Randolph, Mass. 02368
Collier, Wm. M2-L6 21. 5A 2,200
85 Union Street
Marlboro, Mass. 01752
Collins, Dorothy M14-L34 1.8A L 200
128 Pleasant Street, Apt. 401
Arlington, Mass. 02174
Colvtlle, Edgar R. & Kathryn M2-L8-1 17A L 2,500
27 Pennecove Road
Niantic, Conn. 06357
Comeau, Maurice R. M27-L25 2.5A L 500
649 Eastview Road
Largo, Fla. 33540
Cookman, Jeanne M10-L29 46A L 2,100
Petersham Road
Athol, Mass. 01331
Cote, Julianne M25-L20 lA L/B 10,550
504 So. Main Street
Marlborough, N.H. 03455
Coughlin, Sheila M. M10-L21 6.4A L 450
34 East Street
Topsfield, Mass. 01983
Courtemanche , Robt. H. Bldg. on Pelkey 1,400
122 Hale Street
Winchendon. Mass. 01475
Crawford, Robt. C. M20-L4 190»X300» 300
185 Boles Road
Marshfield, Mass. 02050
Criniti, Jos. M2-L14 5.8A L 1,025
23 Parkmore Street
New Britian, Conn. 06052
Crischolo, Vincent P. & Marilyn J. M37-L14 100»X120« 900
89 Creskill Avenue
Dumont, N.J. 07628




Cummings, Allen H. M13-L10 14A L 550
19 South Street
Troy. N.H. 03465




Cushman, Ernest Sr. M10-L40-1 3A L 500
262 Main Street
Clinton, Mass. 01510
Cyr, Maurice A. M7-L28-9 5.2A L 500
64 Pine Acres
Winchester, N.H. 03470
Daley, Jas. T. & Carolyn A. M13-L8 24A L 650
51 Robinson Drive
Westfield, Mass. 01085
Damiata, Sabastian S. & Mary A. M8-L11 96A L 2,610
45 North Road
Cromwell, Conn. 06416
Damon, Edwin L. & Phyllis B. M10-L75 59A L 1,750
38 Fairview Street
Agawam, Mass. 01001
Daroczi,Laszlo & Erzsebet M16-L16-1 8.8A L 900
417 Washington Street
Keene, N.H. 03431
Daub, Horace L. Bldg. on White Est. 1,400
375 Fredette Street
Athol, Mass. 01331
Davis, Edw. A. & Cheryl M. M3-L34 lOOA L 1,450
124 S. Main Street
Baldswinsville, Mass. 01436
Davis, Richard D. & Rosealma M. M29-L21 L/B
Rindge, N.H. 03461
Davis, Robt. W. & Gladys Mary M11-L45 1.4A L
229 Ellisville Drive, P.O. Box 171
Manomet, Mass. 02345
Debattiste, Frank & Ernest W. Hogan M27-L8 .5A L
C/0 Pine Acres Trailer Park
West Swanzey, N.H. 03469
89
Decatur, Thos. & Luclle
Orange, Mass. 01364





















Deyo, Gary H. & Judith A.
635 Pequoig Avenue
Athol, Mass- 01331
Deyo , Jas . H.
154 Wilson Avenue
Athol, Mass. 01331
Diener, Norman E. ET Al
92 Montague Street
Turners Falls, Mass. 01376
DIkson, John
RFD #1, Box 224
Gardner, Mass. 01440
Dresser, Gardner H. & Barbara S,
1 High Street



















































Dupee, Richard W. & Silvia L.
64 Main Street
Lunenburg, Mass. 01462
Duplease, Robt. E. & Annette P.
343 Medford Street
Maiden, Mass. 02148
Duplease, Robert E. & Annette P.
343 Medford Street
Maiden, Mass. 02148
Dyckman, Dennis V. & Julia Y,
1423 Wanda Lane
Harrlsburg, Pa. 17109
Dyer, Kent S. & Jeanette Geoghean
RFD #1
Troy, N.H. 03465





Newton Center, Mass. 02159






































Egty, Chaa. P. & Nancy F.
48 Driimlln Road
Simsbury, Conn. 06070





















Eaat Weymouth, Maaa. 02188








Ferguraon, Dor la W.















East Longmeadow, Maaa. 01028












New Britlan^ Conn. 06050
Fleet, Norman L.
46 Lowndes Avenue
Huntington, Sta. L.I. N.Y. 11746
Fleur De Lis Camp
C/0 Mrs. Frances Beede
43 Main Street
Saugus, Mass. 01906
Flynn, Mrs. Leo A.
5103 Calusa Court




Foldan, Anthony, Ratherine & John
2023 Corbin Avenue
New Britian, Conn. 06053
Foster, Jos. A. & Gladys E.
23 Spring Street
Poscoag, R.I. 02859
Fredette, Douglas & Barbara E.
555 E. Peoria Blvd.
Corvallis, Oregon 97330






























Gal livan, Florence E.
Box 1003
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001






Gatcomb, Albert G, 6e Joanna P.
55 Bennett Street
Chicopee, Mass. 01020
Gates, Harold W. & Mildred E.
27 Parker Hill Road
Gardner, Mass. 01440
















Gustafson Alan A. & Judith B.
280 Newton Street
Northboro Mass. 01532























North Billerica Mass. 01862
Hanson Robt. W. & Evelyn I.
414 Winter Street
Hanson Mass. 02341
M9-L3 24. 5A L/B 6,200
M32-L55 1.5A L/B 15,550
Camp on White Est. 1,600
M3-L10 lA L/B 3,700
M3-L16 2.2A L 400
M37-L22 300«X120' L 2,700
TOTAL 6 , 800
M37-L8 125'X92' L 1,650




















E. Longmeadow Mass. 01028
Haskell Howard E. 6e Lois P.




Hayden Alwyn C. & Anne J.
58 Logan Street
Orange, Mass. 01364





















Hobbs, W. F. John, Jr.
C/0 Real EState Trust Dept.
N.E. Merchants Nat'l Bank, Trustee
22 State Street, Boston, Mass. 02106
M6-L48 9.5A L k Int.











Camp on White Eat.


















Hollman, Wm. & Joyce H.
88 Berkshire Road
Newtonville, Mass. 02160





10 Rose Cliff Street
Rosllndale, Mass. 02131
Holmes , Frank W.
43 St. Johns Street
Jamaica Plains, Mass. 02130
M4-L1 49A L




Jobbagy, Francis Sr. & Mary













Jones, Samuel B. & Barbara L,
144 Pleasant Street
Worcester, Mass. 01605
Joyce, Robt. F. & Phillis E.
92 Lincoln Terrace
Bloomfield Conn. 06002
















Knapp, Albert S. & Vern F.
17o S. Main Street
Newtown, Conn. 06470
Kokell, John & Joy M.
RFD #3
New Berlin, N.Y. 11411
M14-L8 30A L 2,475
























Kraus, Dennis & Susan M.
195 Manorhaven Blvd.
Port Washington. N.Y. 11050
Krumbiegl, Herbert & Phyllis
Cook Street
Holden, Mass. 01520
M12-L40 31. 5A L
M21-L1 SF/B
Bldg. on White Est.
M26-L6 5.5A L/B
Trailer on Pelkey
M12-L41-2 11. 9A L













245 E. 45th Street




Kustosz, Henry M. & Susan
Long Mt. Road
New Milford. Conn. 06776













Lane, Geo. E. & Kathleen
P.O. Box 170
















Lavlgne, Richad L. & Shirley L.
Winchendon Mass. 01475











Legros, Victor C. Trustee
Hurd St., Trust & Ronald V. Legros
81 Hurd Street
Fitchburg, Mass. 01420
















M2-L29A 190A L 3,650
M3-L13 .7A L/B 6,150
M26-L3 L/B 7,700
Trailer on Pelkey 500
M14-L6-1 28. 9A L 2,200
MH on Pelkey 3,750
Trailer on Andreucci 2,300
M35-L24 430»SF 3.5A L/T 5,750
M35-L34 340 » 1.2A L 200
M35-L36 100«X150» L 100
M35-L37 1380 » 23A L 2,650
TOTAL 8 , 700
M2-L25 3.5A L 850
M5-L3 106A L/B 3,400
Trailer on Pelkey 4,200
M15-L32 .3A L/B 18,200
Bldg. On Pelkey 1,500
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Lavole, Roger L. & Nancy L.
805 St. James Drive









61 Jane Street, Apt. 15E
New York, N.Y. 10014
Love, David M. & Elaine R.
Sutton, Mass.
Lovern, Wilbur R. , Jr.
Peterham Road, Star Rte.
Athol, Mass. 01331
Lowe, Russell B. , Jr.
P.O. Box 274
Poquonock, Conn. 06064
Lug iono , Ronal
d
150 West Post Road
White Plains, N.Y. 10606






Mack, Jos. L. & Josephine B. Et Al
135 Riders Lane
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Mackey, Jas. F. & Beatrice
163 Adams Street
Bedford, Hills, N.Y. 10507
Magnarelli, Robt. & Teresa
41 Margaret Road






Camp on White Est.
M16-L30 7A L




































Manzo. Rocco J. & Violet L.
1327 76th Street
Brooklyn N.Y. 11370
Marshall John A. & Judith A.
23 Ea«t Main Road
Portraouth R.I. 02871
Martin Edw. C. & Sieglinde
RFD #1. Box 313
Rlndge. N.H. 03461












M41-L14 1.4A L/B 19 550
M36-L4 .5A L/B 9,950
M14-L26 49A L/B 7,750
M20-L11 1.5A L/B 11,200
M11-L62 42A L 700
Bldg. on Sip Pond 1,150
M4-L4 228A L 1/3 Int. 1,150
Maurer, Philip L. & Eliz.
143 Bedford Drive
Longmeadow, Mass. 01106
McArdle Jos. J. & Margaret A.

















































127 S. Main Street
Warehouse Point, Conn. 06088
McMahon, Robt. F. & Irene P.
376 Central Street
Wlnchendon, Mass. 01475









Mendeloff . Ernest & Kirsten
665 Clinton Avenue
Bridgeport Conn. 06605














Bldg. on White Est.
900
1,950
M35-L31 60»X160' L/B 5,600
Miller, Eliz.
Box 97
E. Derry N.H. 03041
Moore, John R. & Irene B.
25 7 Merrian Street
Leominster, Mass. 01453










48 Little Farms Road
Saxonville, Mass. 01701
M16-L22 17. 2A L/B 2,450
Morrel 1 i , Anthony
203 Frost Street
Plantsville, Conn. 06479
Bldg. on White Est. 800
Morrison, Kenneth & Beatrice L,
232 Indian Hill Trail
Glastonbury, Conn. 06033









Mosseau, Jas. P. & Irene J.
77 Federal Street
Millers Falls, Mass. 01349




Trailer on L. of Moses 2,100






Moulton, Alan R. & Ellinor L.
83 Oakland Street
Medway, Mass. 02053
Murphy, John E. D. & C. Reed Parrish
892 Watertown Street
West Newton, Mass. 02165










N. E. Tel. & Tel Co.
C/0 Gen'l Mgr.
1228 Elm Street, 5th Floor
Concord, N.H. 03301
N.H. Profit Sharing Trust, Inc.
Rlndge, N.H. 03461
New Hampshire Acres, Inc.
Rindge, N.H. 03461
New Hampshire Acres Inc.
Rlndge, N.H. 03461
N.H. Land Development Corp.
41 School Street
Keene, N.H. 03431
Nevins . Frank C.
73 J. Street
Athol, Mass. 01331
Newman, Victor & Louise
33 Highland Lane
West Springfield Mass. 01089
Trailer on Andreuccl 2,300





















M3-L26 300«X450» L/MH 1,100
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Nickles, Harry B. & Dolores E.
12 Mortock Place
Glen Rock, N.J. 07452
Nlrenberg, Morris & Rita
460 Golf Court
N. Woodmere, N.Y. 11581










O'Brien, Daniel H. & Mary Ellen
281 Middlesex Road
Darlen, Conn. 06820
0' Conner, Jas. J. & Frances M.
72 Dartmouth Street
Springfield, Mass. 01109






Olson, Carl E. Estate


























Camp on White Est.








































Ml 8-L24 34A L
M16-L8A 9A L










Paul, Wm. D. & Margaret C.
Box 247
Pocasset, Mass. 02559







































Plante, Emll J., Jr.
1207 Nottoway Avenue
Richmond, Va. 23227
Pokorny Joel M. & Vivlanne S.
5431 Blackstone Avenue
Chicago, 111. 60615
Poor. Alan F. & Patricia L.
Whaley Hollow Road, RR #2
Coventry, R.I. 02816
Posovsky, Milton







Fort Gordon, Ga. 30905











































Putnam , Anne G
.









West Srpingfield, Mass. 01089












Ray, Donald E. & Lois G.
31 Lovewell Street
Gardner, Mass. 01440
Reid, Dr. David H.



































Restof Company, Frederick Peyron &
Shcphard Brown, Trustees
Madison, N.H. 038A9




c/o Crockett Log Homes
Rte #1, West Chesterfield, N.H. 03466
M10-L19 123A L 2,375
M35-L33 .6A L/B 8,850
M7-L28-1 40. 9A L 2,300
M7-L28-3 L30 22. 8A 1,700
M7-L28-5 5A L/B 9,900
M7-L28-4 5.8A L 600










Millers Falls, Mass. 01349



















M20-L9 3.7A L/B 16,500
Rossi, Eugene J. & Jessie L,
19 Bowman Lane
Westboro. Mass. 01581
Rousseau, Alvin T. & Others










M23-L15 65»X94» L/B 9,350
111


















Glendale P.O. Box 58
Worcester, Mass. 01606





Schultz, Robt. E. & Phyllis S.
208 Dawson Road
Brookline, Mass. 02146
Scovel, Carl R. & Faith G.
63 Beacon Street
Boston, Mass. 02108
Seipel, Edw. D. & Phyllis M.
8 Pearl Street
Palmer, Mass. 01069














































14 Split Level Drive
Ridgefield. Conn. 06877

















Smith Lawrence H, Jr. & Ethel
1730 New Britian Avenue
Farmington Conn. 06032









Songer , Frank R.
136 Highland Avenue
Athol, Mass. 01331
Spaulding, Maurice W. & Evelyn M.
53 Beech Street
Winchendon, Mass. 01475
Trailer on White Est. 850
M18-L15 21A L 950
M36-L8 98» L/B 5,950
M6-L32 52A L 2,600
Trailer on Pelkey 1,500
M2-L12 136A L 2,400
Camp on E. West & Land 950
Trailer on Pelkey 1.000
M3-L32-5 5.5A L 950
M7-L28-D 8.4A L 850
Bldg. on Pelkey 2 750
Bldg. on R. White 1,650
TOTAL 4 , 400
M21-L12 Lot #6 10,900
Bldg. on White Est. 1,450
M23-L8 L/SF
Spencer, Jas. M. C. & Arita
2 Oakwood Drive
Holden, Mass. 01520
Splcer, David W. & Beryl A.
7321 Wayfarer Drive









Sprague, Donald E. & Jean R.
14 Waldo Way
Islington Mass. 02090
Stack, Robt. N. & Helen A.
231 Highwood Road
Oakhurst N.J. 07755
M12-L41-5 6.5A L 900









Steinert, Russell C. & Ailsa
14 Lincoln Street
Manchester, Mass. 01944
Steinmetz, Janet S. & Hedwig H.
132 Berkshire Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn. 06611






Stoor, Leonard & Edward
211 Pine Street
















Trailer on A. Rousseau 1,600
2,800
Streeter, Harold A.
Streeter Road, Box 486
Hubbardston, Mass. 01452






























Townsend, Raymond E. & Vera E,
62 Stockdale Road
Needham Mass. 02192
M20-L7 275»X196' L/B 12,700
Tucker, Paul & Louise G.
11905 N. Marlton Avenue




Tulipani, John & Janice H.
77 Ivy Hill Road
Ridgefield, Conn. 06877






Treat, Leonard K. & Carol L.
91 South Clinton Avenue-Apt. 1 -A
Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706
M7-L12 14A L 2,000
Mh on L of Brackett 2,550
M36-L7 .5A L/B 2.600
Ml-U 69A L/B 1/2 Int. 1,075
M3-L1 55A L 1/4 Int.
VanLeer, Mark & Ruth
63 Dillon Avenue
Holyoke, Mass. 01040
Vaugh, Raymond E. & Rita E.
44 Chapel Street
Holden, Mass. 01520






















Trailer on Pelkey 2,150
W. F. P. Inc.





Wagner, Henry C. & Angel ine C.
99 Merigold Drive
New Britian, Conn. 06053






Ward, Robt. S. & Florence A.
13 Prospect Terrace
Leominster, Mass. 01453
M7-L23 350A L 8,150
M26-L11 3.7A L/B 3,350
M3-L32-4 5.2A L 550
M7-L28-8 5.3A L 500
M25-L13 60»X118' L/B 9,650
M25-L16 180»X180» L/B 7,950
Warner, Everett F. & Eliz.
Box 115
Francestown, N.H. 03043
M6-L31-1 13A L 1,550
117




12 Turtle Pond Road
Falmouth, Mass. 02540
M6-L31-2 8.6A L 900
M15-L17 95A L/B
White, Dave W. & Lorraine
PSC Box 4118
APO, New York, N.Y. 09020
White, John R.
355 Metcalf Road
No. Attleboro. Mass. 02760









Whitelaw, Michael J. & Diana M.
556 Maple Hill Avenue
Newington, Conn. 06111











Williams, John N. & Marguerite
500 Platsville Road
Trumbull, Conn. 06611





South Lancaster Mass. 01561
M25-L9-1 L 4,100
M24-L7 L/SF 1/4 Int. 2,800
M25-L2 .llA L/B 2,650
M25-L8 1.2A L/B 17,500
TOTAL 22,950
M25-L9-2 L/B 6,500
Trailer on Pelkey 2,400
M24-L7 1/4 Int. .5A L 2,800
M25-L4 3A L/B 13,000
M25-U lA L/B 15,350
TOTAL 31 , 150
M2-L3 4.5A 375
M7-L33 63A L 1,150
M13-L4-1 4A L/B 7,650
Camp on White Est. 1,100
MH on Pelkey 2,350
M14-L1 13A 1,000
Camp on White Est. 1,500





Woehr , John M.
17 River Street, Apt. 299







Wood, Jesse M. & Ethel
Surry, N.H. 03431















Yglesias, Luis & Abigail Elias
Rindge, N.H. 03461
Zazack, Robt. J.




































RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY TAX LIST 1977
NAME
Aldrlch, Raymond E. & Marjorie M.
Aldsworth John H. Estate
Allen, C. Boyd & Margaret K.
Anderson, Henry A. & Annie S.
Anderson, Robert H.
Anderson, Wm. , Heirs of
Angier, Wallace F. & Emeline L,
Ansart , J. Mark & Jennifer A.
Asso. Sportsmen* 8 Club
Ayers, Jas. & Marjorie








M16-L17 7 A L/B
Baldwin, Carl E.
Baldwin Evelyn M.
Baldwin Fred & Jesse
Baldwin, Jas. S & Paula C.




Beauregard, Roderic E. & Judy E.
Bedard, Wm. J. & Cecile D.
Belletete, Leo
Bemis, Daniel H.
Bemis, Daniel H. & Estella
Berard, Dennis P. & Ann L,





Bill»8 Oil Co. , Inc.
Bill's Oil Co. , Inc.
Bishop, Jas. R. & Zillah
Bishop, Roger F.
Blake, Donald C. & Jeannette M.
Blood, Eva P.




Boucher, Raymond W. & Eliz.
Bourgoln, Robt. A & Kim Marie
Boutin, Maurice G. & Lorena A.
Boyce, Clement R. & Doris D.
Boyce, Fred R. Heirs of
Brackett, Donald H.
Brewer, Paul L. & Kyoko
Broadhurst, Anna J.
Brooks , Margaret




Brown, Richard H. & Elsie L.
Brown, Robt. W. & Lynne
Buffum, Ellen G.
Bullock, Benjamin L. Til & Frances B.
Burkhart, Anne Helene





Card, Arthur F. & Sylvia R.
Carlson, Mary H.
Carrier, Louis D. & Joyce G.
Carter , Frank & Ladonna
Carter , Gregg
Casey, Lawrence J. & Vera
Castles, G. Richard & Jean G.
M15-L37 29A L/B
Caswell, Scott & Maureen
Cavadlnl, Kenneth & Evelyn M,





Chase, Howard E. , Jr. 6e Arlene
Chouinard , Lena
Cobum, Gene F. & Sandra D.
Coles, Gertrude L.
Colwell, Larue & Mary R.
Connelly, Shirley H.
Coombs, Irving W. & Helen M.
Corbin, Richard M.




Corrette, Robt. J. & Louise D.
Cottle, Gorham
Crane, Col. Vincent M. & Mary H.




















































Crocker, Kendall F. Ill
Crouch, Chas. W & Catherine B.
Cuccinello, Lorenzo J. & Olga F.






Gushing, Jeremiah M. , Jr.
Cushman, Ernest A. Jr. & Brenda L.
Cylkowski , Terry
Dahl, Frank A. & Lillian B.




Damon, Harry C. & Evelyn

















Davis, Wm. H. Jr. & Sandra M.
Decatur, Crystal L.
Decatur, Verne M. Estate
Demidoff , Nicholas A. & Lorna
Deldotto, Walter F. & Ruth B.
M4-L75 5.8A L/B
Delory, Margaret M.
Delory, Margaret & Paul, William
Depew, Arthur & Elsie
Derby, Lawrence E. & Dilys J.
Derby, Vaughn & Anna
Desjardlns, Calvin P.
Despres, Theo. & Marilyn
DeVoid, Kenneth E., Jr.
Dickinson, Thelma J.
Dinowitz, Eliz.






Doyle, Fred J. & Therese














































































Duffy. Ronald & Janice
Dunchus , Kenneth & Nancy
Dunham, Jas. R & Sandra J.
Dunham, Paul S. & Shirley D.
Dunham, Victor & Gladys
Dunham, Wayne R.
Dunton, Arthur W.






Durr, David H. & Carol
Eckberg, John E.
Ellis, David B. & Beverly B.




M4-L32 275»X150« L/B 10,000
M4-L53 275»X150» L/B 18.800
M4-L60 5A 12,700
M28-L16A L/B 5,700
M7-L16 140«X272» L/MH 6,900
M7-L15 .6A L 350
TOTAL 7,250
Veteran* 8 Exemption 50
M28-L13 130»X175« L/B 9,200
M29-L15 86»X196» L/MH 7,100
M8-L19 4.4A L 1,000
M8-L21 15A L/B 11,000
TOTAL 12,000
M28-L12 .3A L/B 11,100
Veteran* 8 Exemption 50
Mll-LlO .4A L/B 6,850
Veteran's Exemption 50
M8-L23 .5A L/MH 4,150
M27-L1 6A L/B
Exel. David & Lillian J.
Farlnoll, Altlerl & Gertrude
Fairbanks Heirs
Farrar, Alden G. & Wllma R.
Favreau, Arthur G. & Bertha V.
Favreau, Francis J. & Catherine T.
Favreau, Robert J. & Marilyn
Favreau, Robert J. & Marilyn
Feeney, Thos. P.
Ferguson, Andrea & Eleanor
Ferry, Geo. H. & Madeline K.
Farnum, Gregory
Firmin, John A. & Caroline R.
Firmin, Horace B.
Fish, Norman M,






Fltzwilllam Historical Society Inc.
Fltzwilllam Swimming Club Inc.
Flagg, Harold & Katherine
Fletcher, Louis E. & Ruth
Flinkstrom John W.
Florence, Robt. K. & Viola
Follansbee, Harper & Patience
Follansbee, Harper & Patience
Follansbee, Harper & Patience
Ford, Lois J.
Ford, Wilson G.
Fournier, Francis H. & Theresa M.
Fournler, Jas. D. & Brenda R.
Gallant. Jos. S. & Rita B.
Gartner , Mary







































































Gill, Brian C. & Valerie T.
Gogolen, R. Albert & Barbara K.
Goodenough, Henry W. & Helen R.
Gold, John C. & Eileen C.
Goddard, Arnold R. 6e Raehael E.
Goodfield, Edward
Goodnow, Richard A. & Rhonda J.
Goodnow Roger C. & Ethel A.
Goodwin, Leon I. & Charlotte A.
Goodwin, Russell G.




Gouslin, Roger A. & Linda J.
Gravel, Donald F. & Judith A.
Gravel, Donald F. & Judith A.
Gravel , Richard
Gray, Walter M. & Helen T.
Greene, Gerald C. & Louise L.





Haeberle, Henry & Kathryn
Halmila, Edith V.
Hagstrom, Carl J. Ill & Rosemary F.
Hallett, Frances G.
Hamilton, Curtis T. & Sheila A.
Hamilton, Louise W.
Hancock, Jas. H. II & Judith
Hannlnen, John H. & Brenda L.
Hannlnen, Mary
Haskell Marguerite S.
Hatch, Theo. F. & Jane G.
Hendrick, Frederick H.
M29-L23 6A L 1,200
M29-L23A 17A L 1,275
TOTAL 12,700
Veteran's Exemption 50
M28-L42 .6A L/B 7,600
M12-L33 18A L/B
Hendrlckson, Ernest A. & Eleanor H.
Herk, Onnie A. & Norma
Herlily, Robt.
Hlckey, Elaine F.
Higglns, Nelson E. & Barbara






































































Holman, Lloyd K. & Rosalie A.
Holman, Richard
Holman, Weston W. & Esther
Holder, Ethel
Holmes, H. David & Irene E.
Honglsto, Elno E.
Hongisto, Walter & Modena
Housman, Dudley P. & Judith A.
Howell, Catherine B.
Hubbard, David H. & Nancy E.
Howell, Theo. E. & Leona
Hughes, Patricia A.
Huntington, Edith
luntoon, Clyde W. & Mary E.
Ibelle, Alan D. & Jean Ann
Ilg, John C. & Dorothy A.
Jack, Richard M.
Jacobs, Beatrice




Jarvls, John A. & Lorraine A.
Johnson, Albert 0.
Johnson, Arthur A. & Alice J.
Johnson, Arthur L. , Jr. & Caroline F,
Jonas sen , Aune
Judycki , Anthony
Keck, Margaret M.
Keller, Paul J. & Diane
Kelly, Paul 6e Dorothy A.
Kenison, Chas. G. & Linda H.
Kennedy, Jas. H.
Kennedy, Sheila C.
Kingsbury, John T. & Marion P.
Kiritsy, Chas. A. & Virginia W.
Koehler, Theo. Jr. & Ann
M7-L10 11. 3A L
Korjeff , Gregory M. & Alice L. B.
Krunklevich. Edward M. & Carole A.
Ladeau, Donald J. & Jeanne I.
LaFave, Robt. & Patricia





LaPointe, Linwood W. & Janet
The Larder, Inc.
LaRhette, Robt. K. & Janet A.
Laughner, Lois T,
Lavender, Edward G. & Shirley A.
Lavender, Shirley A.
Lawrence, Frank & Hazel
Lawrence Sijmner C. & Carolyn J.
LeGeyt , Eva L. Estate
Lewis, Wm. H.B.
Liberty, Jack
M3-L3 40A L 800
M3-L8 3A L 300
M3-L9 9.2A L/B 18,250
TOTAL 19,350
M11-L51 lA L/B 6,300
M14-L30 8A L/B 16,200
M14-L31 6A L 1,200
TOTAL 17,400
M12-L52 .7A L/MH 5,500
M8-L44 7A L/B 4,700
M12-L62 MH on Longever 2,000
M27-L14 .5A L/B 7,500
Veteran* 8 Exemption 50
MH on LaRhette 500
M4-L65-.5A L/B
Lilback, Eino J.









Lord, Thos. A & Agnes E.
Ludlinn, Ellz. C.






Martin, Francis & Marie E.
M13-L4 27.4A L
Martin, Levi & Gertrude
Massin, Francis C. & Eliz. T.
Matthews, Wayne R. & L. Jeanne
Terry Silverman & Karen Gregory
Mattson, Edwin G. & Shirley





May, Warren H. & ILlnda J.
May, Warren H. , Jr. & Judith
McCarthy, Philip M. & Helen




McManus, Thos. W. & Marjorie E.
McQueston, Ida R. Estate
McQueston, Ida Estate
Mead, Clara
M10-L72-1 2.5A L/B 10,350
Veteran's Exemption 50
M32-L41 lA L/B 11,400
M32-U2 4.7A L/B 25,200
TOTAL 36 , 600






Meattey, Ernest J., Jr.
Meattey, Ernest J., Sr. Heirs
Meat,tey, Tyyne S.
Melvln, Jas. G. & Mabel
Menard, Mitchell J.
Menard, Mitchell & Elsie
Meserve, L. Owen Jr. & Sally D.
Meserve, Sally D.
Methe, Edward J.
Methe, Michael A. & Nancy
Methe, Robt. P. & Velma J.
Metzger, Frank J. & Josephine P.
Metzger, J. Hayes & Katharine H.
Michelson, Wayne H. & Elaine M.








































Murphy, John S. & Alicia
Myers, David L. & Marcia L.
M3rrick, Harrison D. & Betty M.










Norcross , F. Paul & Julia R.
Nordvold, Robt. 0. & Jeanette R.






























Oman, Ralph H. & Norelne D.
O'Meara, Daniel R. & Dorothy
Otto, Luther, Robert & Tracy-
Page, Norman 0. & Helen
Parker, Robt. L. & Evelyn B.
Parker, Thos. F. & June E.
Parrot, Robt. H. & Madeline R.
Parker, Wilhelmina E.
Parsons, Robt. A. & M. Barbara
Patch , Howard
Patch, Richard A. & Nancy J.
Patria, Earl E. & Evelyn
Patria, Harland H.
Patterson, Donald & Irene
Patterson, Fr£ink B.
Paul, Lucile B.
Payea, David P. & Janet S.
Pelkey, Leonard P. & Ann I.
M33-L13 33«X175« L 350
M33-L21 .8A L/B 16,000
TOTAL 16,350
M6-L42 62A L/B 22,350
M6-L43 4.7A L 2,850
M3-L32-1 7.2A L/B 17,750
M41-L16 300«X300» L/B 16,700
Veteran's Exemption 50
M28-L10 170«X75» L/B 10,600
M10-L56 1.2A L
Pelkey, Michael S.
Pelkey, Leonard R. , Jr.
Pelkey, Michael S.
Pelkey, Reginald L. & Gloria Y.
Pelto, Alte & Rita M.
Peterson, Richard W. & Cheryl
Peterson, Robert H.
Pierce, Florence
Peirce, Harry D. & Nancy J.
Plante, ^ ucy B.
Poholeck, Paul & Rose
Popple, Raymond E. & Eliza
Potter, Bruce R. & Althea E.
Prentiss, Geo. & Edith M.
Prigge, Wm. N. & Kirsten 0.
Prigge, Wm. N. Et Al
Pr ingle, Howard A. & Myrtle
Proctor, Jonathan R. & Nancy J.
Quesnel , Roger J. & Harriet E.
Raitto, Arthur, Sr.
Raitto, Arthur J., Jr. 6e Dianne
Raitto, Arthur J., Jr. & Dianne
Raitto, Harold N. & Beverly
Raitto, Russell G. & Dee M.
M7-L11 68A L 2,975
Trailer on L&A Pelkey 1,850




Rantllla, Armas & Grace
Rantilla, Thelma
Raski , Mary R. & John P. Coleman
Raymond, Maurice H. & Eliz. T.
Raymond, Wilfred P. & Lena E.
Raynor, Sanford P. & Pearl I.
Rees, Richard H. & Katherine S.
Regan, Frederick W.
Remick, Reginald H. & Karen A.
Rettig, Richard L. & Lee Vandall
Richardson. Barbara H.
Richardson, Elmer M. & Barbara H.
Richardson, Robt. L.
Ridabock, Peter P.
Ries, Kernell G. Jr. & Harriet D,
Roberts . Jane
Roberts Kenneth & Jane W.
Roche Jos. F. & Mamie W.
Romano Jos. P. & Jenny





















Rousseau. Arthur & Genevieve
Rousseau. Robt. H. & Lena
Roy, Roland 0. & Mlldreth
Rugg, Cleron S.
Rugg, Thos. I. & Donna M.
Rule, Michael J. & Charlotte E.
Russell. Daniel
Russell. Dorothy D. & Raymond L.
Russell, Leah E.
Russell, Raymond
Russell, Robt. & Marion L.
Saari, Carolyn & Ina
Saari, Grace M.
Sangster, Lillian M.
Sawtelle. Kenneth C. Sr. & Shirley C.
Scanlon, Jos. D. & Carol E. Rees
Schimke Caroline E. Frederick M.
Schimke. Kurt
Schoch, Jas. E. & Marjorie
M24-L2 32A h/B h Int. 19,800




Schumann, Robt. & Rose Mary
Schwlndt, Wa3me N. & Sheila M.
Shanks, Jas. A. & Mildred E.
Shaw, Chas. E. & Karen L.
Shea, Gladys
Short, Chas. F. & Janet M.
Short, Chas. F. & Janet M.
Slllanpaa, Glenn W. & Theresa M.
Slllanpaa, Glenn W. & Theresa M.
Singleton, Fred G. & Marlon G.
Slavic Fred M. & Rosalind W.
Smith, Chester, & Emily
Smith, Henry J. Ill & Cora L.
Smith Ralph G. & Shirley E.
Sperry, Eunice G.
Spicer Geo. & Fannie B.
Splcer, G. Warren & Thelma L.
Stelnka, Henry
Stevens, Wm. D. & Paul in? B.
M11-L42 15A L/B
stone, Chrlstabel C. & Marion S. Shay
Stone, David L.
Stone, Forrest J. & Rachel E.
Stone, Roscoe E. & Doris E.
Stone, Roscoe E. & Doris E.
Stone, Stillman P.
Stone, Walter M.
Stone, Walter M. & Stillman P.
Stone Walter M. & Stillman P. &
Jessie Baldwin
Stowe, Sandra L.
Strobridge, Edw. & Jane A.
Sturtrvant, Mabel
Sundberg, Wm. W. & Sherry C.
Sweeney, Francis W. & Theodora B.
Sweeney, John C. & Opal A.
Swezey, Clarence E. & Muriel M,
M23-L2A .4A L/B
Swenor, Arthur J. & Violet A.
Swenor , Violet A.
iTardiff Jos. E. & Ruth M.
Taylor, Oliver J.
Thompson, Catherine
Thompson, Catherine C. &
Cushing, Edw. J.
Thompson, Eric & Mary W.
Thompson, Gertrud E.
Thompson, Joel & Nancy
Thompson, John & Sylvia
Tommila, David
Tommila, Felix & Helmi
Tommila, Frank 0. & Mary A.
Tommila, John W. & Lorraine J.
M25-L6 .75A L/B
Trask, Geo. & Phyllis
Trueax, Clyde P. & Faith M.
Underwood, Clyde M. Heirs
Underwood, Robt. D. & Harriet B.




Von Kapff, Helen H.
Wallace, Margaret N.
Wallace, Chas. C. & Barbara L.
Wallace. Chas. C. & Barbara L.
Wallace, Chas. C. & Barbara L.
Warren, Wm. L.
Wear, Florence E. & Stephen E.
Wentworth, Eric
Wheeler, Anna G. & Robt. G.
Whipple, Daley E. & Catherine S.
Trailer on L. of Yon 2,450
M32-L19 200»X48» L 8,450
TOTAL 10 , 900
M32-L6 .5A L/B 15,200
Veteran's Exemption 50
M28-L15 lA L/B 9,450
Veteran's Exemption 50
M14-L18 48A L/B 17,650
M20-L14 900»X430» L/B 13,150
M11-L32 1.5A L/B 26,800
M16-L2 3A L/B 10,300
Veteran's Exemption 50





Whipple, Henry W. , Jr.
Whipple, Katherlne
Whltaker, Nancy J.
Whltcomb, Alice L. Heirs
Whitcomb. Katherlne S.
Whitcomb, Wendall W. & Regina A.
White, Lydia L. & Jeannette B. Como
White, Silas W. & Ruth W.
Wilder, John F. & Ann H.
Williams, Kevin J.
Wilson, Jean F.
Wright, Winston A. & Jane R.
Wright, Winston A. & Jane R.
Yantlss, Alvin C. & Gladys F.
Yasvin, Thos. A. & Frances R.





MH S/S Howevllle Rd.







Yon, Howard G. & Althea
Yon, Philip J.
Young, Wallace & Irene
Young, Willis G. , Jr.
M33-L9 2.9A L/B 21,350
M7-L8 20A L 1,550
M28-L28 lA L/B 13,700
TOTAL 15,250
Veteran's Exemption 50
M4-L31 1.4A L/B 9,515
Veteran's Exemption 50
M4-L45 6.5A L/B 17,900
Veteran's Exemption 50
Artcraft , Inc.
Arwe, Kenneth J., Joan MacAllister &
Forrest J. Stone Trustees,
Sandra L. Stowe, Et Al
45 Roxbury St., Keene , N.H. 03431
C.R. Bard, Inc.
731 Central Avenue
Murray Hill, N.J. 07971
Delaney, Everett C.




Monadnock Lifetime Products, Inc.
Plastic Laminated Products Inc.
Tommila, John
D/B/A Tommila Bros.








POWER AND ELECTRIC COMPANIES





'''''' BISTRIBL^ION SYSTEM 319,000, «.n. uj^Ji TRANSMISSION LINE, POLES 447 292
WIRES & FIXTURES
TOTAL 766,392
152


